Lloyd Eric Tomlyn, 1928 to 2016
Lloyd Eric Tomlyn was born in Mountsorrel on 12th July
1928, the son of Eric Dudley Ernest Tomlyn (known as
Dudley) and Lucy Emma Tomlyn (nee Gregory). Dudley
worked for Sam Hunt at a bakery on the main road in
Mountsorrel and he and Lucy lived nearby.
In his later years Lloyd wrote the story of his life, and after
he died, his family put it together with many treasured
family photographs into a large folder, which they
subsequently lent to the museum team. Lloyd’s memories
provide an interesting, valuable and unique insight into life
in Quorn in the mid 1900s. This document deals mainly
with Lloyd’s time in Quorn, and is only about a quarter of
his full autobiography and memories!

Lloyd Eric Tomlyn

We pick up Lloyd’s story in his own words, from the point the Tomlyns moved to Quorn:

Chapter 1 – Quorn 1931/32
Eventually Dad was to leave Sam Hunt’s bakery in Mountsorrel and he got a job as baker to
Quorn Co-op. The shop was where Bradley’s Supermarket is now situated. At the time this
would have been Nos. 8 and 10
Station Road.
Across the yard at the back of the
shop and backing on to the
churchyard was a brick built and fairly
modern two storeys building that was
the bakery where Dad would work
until I was 18 years old and had been
called up for the army. But more of
that later. It is now the warehouse to
the shop. I did recently manage to go
back and have a look inside and was
surprised at how small it was. I
suppose he went to the Co-op, as it

The old bakery at
the back of Bradleys
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Quorn Cooperative Society on Station Road in 1931

must have paid better wages would you believe about £2-0-0
per week. This would have been
for a five-and-a-half-day week;
goodness knows how many
hours. At that time people
expected fresh bread delivered
every day if possible and so it
was always an early start.
Usually around 4-5 a.m. Monday
to Friday, and a little earlier on
Saturdays, as he had Sundays
bread to bake as well. Mind, he
was able to knock off earlier on
Saturdays and I believe he also

had Wednesday afternoons off, as most shops had half day closing then. Most other days
finishing time would be about five-thirty. This would depend on whether there was anything
special to be done. At least the half days off, gave him time to indulge in his favourite
hobby—fishing.
After the bread each day there would be all kinds of cakes from jam and lemon curd tarts,
cherry bakewells, snowballs, fairy cakes and fancies of all kinds as well as 1lb and 2lb.
fruitcakes, large sponge cakes and lots of others the names of which I cannot readily
remember. Always ready in stock would be a set of cakes of different sizes just waiting for
the icing and fancy decoration and building up into two tier or three tier wedding cakes, to
whatever the customer required. A similar exercise would have to be followed in the weeks
leading up to Christmas when all the cakes had to be iced and finished off with fancy
trimmings and ribbons. The smells would be just fantastic and anything newly baked
immediately takes me back to those far off days.
Something I recall from those days was that occasionally when he was icing a wedding cake
he had to go to Leicester to buy the little pillars that support each tier from a place at the top
of High Street. I would be quite small and sometimes he used to take with him on the bus and
then walking along I still remember how soft and warm his hands were.
One of his longest periods at work of course was on the eve of Good Friday. As I said before,
people in those days liked things freshly baked. No freezers at that time, in fact no
refrigerators either. Never mind that a lot of people did not even have electricity and some no
gas either. So Thursdays work as usual. Home for his tea and then straight back to work and
make a start on the Hot-cross Buns. Probably it would be after midnight when this was all
done, so why bother to go home? Might as well carry on and do Fridays bread as well, and I
sometime remember him coming home as we were off to school, nearly always with some
fresh Hot-cross buns for us. Not that he had finished for the day. Back in the afternoon to do
Fridays work. This was one of the rare times we might have seen him GOING to work as
normally weekday mornings we would be fast asleep when he left.
Just how folks of his generation managed it all I cannot possibly think. Perhaps Dad may
have been something of an exception, but people did work very long hours indeed in most
every trade and some for just a pittance. Talk about “The good old days.” By the way, if you
happened to be out of work there would be no unemployed benefits as there are today and
there was no Family Allowance either. Just a few shillings a week on the dole. Lord help you
if you fell ill either, there was of course no National Health Service. This only came in after
World War Two.
My mother told me that when I was a child of two or three years old that I was once in need
of a Doctor and called one in, it was Doctor Gibson. When he arrived the first question was
“Have you got the 7/6d fee?” before he would attend to me. I expect in those days he
probably knew that if he did not get the
money there and then he may never
receive it as it was generally in very
short supply. I met him many years
later when he was a friend of my future
father-in-law and by then retired. He
seemed a very nice friendly little chap.
I think they used to play snooker
together at the Constitutional Club in
12 Station Road, now no 22, was next to what is now
Bradleys. This modern photograph was taken by Lloyd
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Watling Street, Mountsorrel, now the Day Care Centre, and my own sons used to play with
them too.
Anyway Dad had not been working at the Co-op very long when we moved to Quorn to a
house immediately next door to the shop and which belonged to them. The rent was around
5/-d (25p) per week. At the time this house was numbered No.12, Station Road. It is at the
present time No.22. It was one of a group of three cottages built of Mountsorrel granite on the
front though I think the backs were built of brick, with a Swithland slated roof. Quite old I
should think. Its outward appearance from the front is very little altered today though the
small front gardens that are there now have only been recent additions. Inside there was just
one large living room with an open fireplace of black metal which Mam had to “black lead”
frequently. On the left of the fire was a good-sized oven for cooking and it was fitted with two
large sheet metal shelves. The reason I mention these, was that at night in the winter when it
was cold, (no such thing as central heating of course,) we would take them out, wrap them up
in newspaper and pop them into bed as bed warmers. Fantastic! On the right hand side there
was a small boiler for heating water and the heat for this and the oven was produced from the
central open coal fire. Hanging down from a bar in the chimney was a huge metal hook to
which you could attach a large iron cooking pot for stews or boiling water. The boiler was not
plumbed in any way and had to be filled and emptied with a jug. Some had a drain tap on the
front but unfortunately not ours.
All of this fireplace area was set back into a kind of inglenook about six feet deep and with
the ceiling lower than the rest of the room. Across the front and supporting the wall above
was a large timber beam, which would have been less than six feet from the ground. In the
bottom edge of this beam was a small hollow a few inches across. The reason I mention this
and its dimensions was because Dad would stand with his back to the fire getting a warm
and he could just rest his forehead in the hollow and I am sure I remember him having a nap
in this position. I used to wonder if I had imagined all this, but recently I had the cheek to go
and knock on the door and asked the lady who now lived there, as I had lived there as a
child, if I might have a look how it had changed? She very kindly agreed. I was also invited to
have a look at Nos. 14 and 16, now joined together to form No.24.
No.12 was more or less as I had remembered. The beam across the fireplace was as I
recalled and low enough to put my head up to, though the fireplace was new of course.
Originally in the living room, in the back left hand corner was a sort of stone built-in cupboard
about six feet square with a big wooden door and an iron latch where we used to store bits
and bobs and toys that we might have. We used to call it the Bogey Hole and it has now
been turned into a little office, complete with computer station.
It was in front of the fire where we would have a bath. For this we would use a fairly large
oval galvanised metal one which my Mum would also use for the laundry. It would be filled
with hot water from the boiler. No fresh water every time either. That would cost too much
and take too long. No, we kids would go in one after the other. Mam and Dad would use this
bath as well but of course they would either have to have their knees up to their chin or leave
their legs hanging out. There was by the way no water in the house. Our house No.12,
Nos.14 and 16 all shared an outside tap which was at the back of No.16. We all shared a
common back yard and every drop of water had to be carried, although we did have our own
drain.
In the corner by the front door the staircase ran up to the one bedroom about the same size
as the living room and then up again to an attic, which I think, was somewhat smaller. I
cannot remember that we ever used this room. Both staircases were boarded in with a door
at the bottom to keep the warmth in I should suppose. The staircase has now been moved to
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the back of the living room and as I only saw the ground floor, I have no idea what it is like
upstairs now.
In the bedroom there was a double bed for Mam and Dad and a kind of ¾ bed sized barred
cot with drop down sides for Pauline and eventually our new baby sister Dorothy May, all
right Bill then, who was born on 17 April 1933. I well recall my mother sitting in the living room
with Dorothy on her knee and asking Pauline and me what we ought to call her. I am pretty
sure she had made up her mind to call her Dorothy May after a song sung by Gracie Fields
and telling of a girl of that name who had “nice brown eyes” which her new daughter had
also. Now my bed in the same bedroom was placed across the single window from where I
could get a good view of the Green, (now the car park,) when I stood on it. More importantly I
could also see the clock on Wright’s Elastic factory canteen. That is now the Quorn Medical
Centre but I understand the clock is the same one and was put back during the rebuilding.
I don’t know whether we had a clock upstairs or it had just stopped or whatever, but as my
Mum could not see the Wright’s one from her bed she would call and ask me the time. Now I
could not tell the time so I would stand on my bed and shout that one hand would be in a
certain position and the other in another so she could work out the time. We would get a
reminder a bit later in any case except on Sundays. At 8 o’clock the factory hooter would
blow and it was time to start work at M. Wright and Sons Ltd., manufacturers of elastic and
webbing.
When Dorothy was born she unfortunately had a birthmark on her temple. A sort of red spot
called a naevus which if left would grow bigger until it would cover much of her face, (just like
Gorbachev, the old Russian leader). Naturally you would not want this to happen if you could
avoid it and it could be treated. This though entailed going to Loughborough Hospital two or
three times a week for several weeks for the treatment. Luckily it was summer time as I think
she was very tiny when this happened. No bus fare for a woman and three children and so it
was that we generally walked there and backs. If I got tired, I had a lift on the pram but I think
I mostly walked there and back as Pauline was in the pram as well as Dorothy. But the
treatment did the job so it was all worthwhile.

The Station Road cottages in 1975 before renovation.
The Tomlyns lived in what was no 12 (on the left)

From the living room there was a
couple of steps leading up to the
kitchen which had a sandstone sink
and a brick built, coal fired Copper for
boiling the washing, which again had to
be filled and emptied by hand. To help
with the washing there was the usual
dolly tub and dolly pegs. Also a big cast
iron mangle with a pair of wooden
rollers to squeeze out the water. I am
fairly sure that there was a gas cooker
here too. Leading off the kitchen was a
large pantry with no light of any kind.
You had to take in a candle or a lamp
to see what you wanted. There were
mice in there too, for which we used to
put out traps, sometimes with success.

This dark room brings back a memory of being caught out by my mother. I cannot say that I
was especially being naughty but it was something that I just did not want her to know.
Perhaps another bit of the self-consciousness I always felt when doing something out of the
ordinary. The point was that on Saturdays we used to get a Saturday 1d (1 old penny) equal
to about 2/5ths of 1p today and off we would dash, past Mr. Sharpe the butchers and Mr.
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Bentley the shoe mender to the next shop Allen’s who sold a small range of groceries,
cigarettes and sweets. In the summer they also made and sold their own ice cream, both
from the shop and by Mr. Tommy Allen who would do the rounds on a three wheeled peddled
cart selling as he went. Other items they sold at the appropriate time were fireworks and
sparklers and some beautiful thick matches which when struck burned in lovely different
colours. They were a 1/2d per box of about ten. Anyway on this particular Saturday I let
Pauline and Dorothy go first (always the little gentleman) and go back home with their sweets
and then I bought 1/2d of sweets and a box of coloured matches. I think when I got home my
mother was wondering how it was that I had already got through over half my sweets, as she
thought, and perhaps I had a guilty look on my face but I do not think that anything was said.
But of course, now I had a problem. How was I going to set off and enjoy my matches without
anyone else knowing? The opportunity came at teatime. Being a good boy (most of the time)
I nearly always used to lay the table with the crockery and cutlery, this being kept in the
pantry. Every time I went in to collect something I would strike one of my matches. I think
Pauline and Dorothy knew what I was up to as they followed me in, so I would give them
something to carry while I carried on my secret enjoyment. I did not get through them all and
put the rest back in my trouser pocket. Bedtime came and being November we would get
undressed in front of the fire and put on our nightclothes. I think at that point I had forgotten
all about the matches but as Mam was folding up my clothes and hearing a rattle she
discovered the matchbox. Oh dear. I cannot remember what happened next, but I probably
burst into tears as my guilt overcame me, but it was a lesson of life learned.
“Oh what a tangled web we weave,
When first we practice to deceive”.
Coloured matches, sparklers and fireworks would indicate Bonfire night. There was usually a
huge one held each year on The Green and it seemed half the village would attend. There
seemed to be fireworks galore as everybody enjoyed everybody else’s, but you always
wanted some of your own.
Where the present Dentist and Chemist shops now stand on Station Road stood another
general store that I think sold mainly hardware too. It was Frank Facers and he used to sell
fireworks as well. At one time we managed to persuade our very reluctant Mam to buy some
for us alone. So, just as we were off to see the bonfire she slipped a coin into her glove. 30
yards or so down to Facers, and with our noses pressed to the window glass we picked out
the ones we would like. Ready to go in to make the purchase Mam slipped the coin from her
glove. With hands on the door handle a quick shout of “Wait!” The coin she had in her hand
was not a sixpence but in fact a farthing, (1/4d.) both coins of about the same size.
“Well, no problem there, we thought,” Mam could easily slip back home and change it. But
she said she wouldn’t go traipsing back and didn’t. Most likely of course because she did not
have a sixpence back at home in the first place and only brought the farthing because we
had badgered her into it. She had probably hoped also that by the time we got to Facers they
would be closed for the day, but the timing must have been wrong. There always seemed to
be days left in the week when the money ran out.
One of the regular happenings on Bonfire night was Jack Dean, the gardener at the Dower
House, which then stood in its own grounds, leaning over the wall and remonstrating with the
youths who used to stir up the fire when it began to dim slightly. He was always shouting the
odds about setting fire to the trees in the garden and perhaps they did build it too close, but
nobody ever appeared to do anything about it before hand and I don’t think the trees ever
caught fire.
Anyway, back to the house. I had mentioned earlier that there was no water actually in the
house but one thing we did have was the new-fangled electricity. The mains of The Leicester
and Warwickshire Electricity Company now extended down Station Road past No.12 but not
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much further. I believe we had a light in the living room, one in the kitchen and one in the
bedroom. The wiring was fitted in what today would have been an industrial manner; the
cables being threaded through black metal conduit and with big metal switches. A coin meter
paid for the electricity, shillings (5p) I think. A meter for the gas needed pennies.
One of the highlights for us kids every few weeks was to watch when the meter man called to
empty the money. He would empty it onto the table and put the pennies in little heaps of
twelve, (twelve pennies made one shilling (5p)) and then he would hand Mam some coins
back as a sort of dividend. The same too with the electricity man.
Out the back there was the common yard stretching across the three houses. The garden
twenty or so yards long had a path up the side which led to a high wall at the top. On the
other side of this there was the graveyard to the church. Built onto this wall were the three
toilets for the houses. I say toilets but in fact they were the old Pan type. In case you do not
know exactly what they were, they were simply a metal pan about eighteen inches high and
eighteen inches in diameter with a full width wooden seat with a hole in it across the top and
would get emptied by the council each week. What a job! Not very well situated either if you
wanted to go on a dark, windy winter’s night, hence the use of chamber pots.
Back in the house I remember that we had a radio, not from the mains, but an accumulator,
or acid battery, which would be taken to Bob Allen’s shop on the corner of School Lane to, be
recharged every couple of weeks or so. We also had some musical entertainment.
Somewhere along the way Dad must have learned to play the piano though I can hardly
recall him playing from a score. His favourite instrument though was the organ. I do not know
how he could possibly have afforded it, (perhaps on the never never) because I don’t think
we kept it very long, but Dad once got hold of a large two manual pipe organ with all the
stops and foot operated sounds as well. Played on your own the air to power it was provided
by two big bellows that you pumped alternately with your feet. If you wanted to use the foot
operated notes as well, then there was a lever at the side where a second person could
provide the necessary power; and this is where the neighbours came in. As I said earlier
No.12, 14 and 16 had a common yard and water tap so that we were frequently in and out of
each other’s house as people were in those days.
Next-door at No.14 lived a grand old widow lady, Mrs. Joiner and her grown up daughter
Hilda. She also had a married son who lived in Barrow Road and he had a son and daughter
called Frank and Janet about my age who would often come to see their Granny. So it was
that Pauline, Dorothy and I would all call her Granny Joiner as well.
At No.16 lived the Roe family. Ison, the father, was a window cleaner and would do his
rounds with his ladders perched on top of a soapbox on wheels. There were Mrs. Roe and
three children, Leonard, William and Florence (Len, Bill and Florry). They were a few years
older than us and I think they all worked at Wrights. Well it was usually Bill and sometimes
Len who would come round to pump the organ for Dad to give full vent to his music. Florry
would come too and read us stories and I think take us out for walks at times. Speaking of
organs, I was recently reminded of something which must really have excited Dad. At one
time, his sister, my Aunt Kathie was the manageress of the Ritz Cinema in Nottingham, not
far from the city centre. Here there was a resident organist named Jack Hellier who played
the Wurlitzer which would rise up during the intervals to entertain the audience. Kathie
arranged for Dad to meet him and I believe let him have a go on it.
Remembering the neighbours, one of the events of the day was when Mrs. Roe came out to
feed the chickens that she kept in a pen in her back garden. She used to give us handfuls of
corn to throw to them while she attended to their water and bedding and of course collect the
eggs, sometimes giving one to each of us. We could not wait. So we would go to badger her
at her back door and ask when she was going to see to the chickens? She would nearly
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always give the same reply, “I’ll do it DRECKLY”. By this we learned she meant “I will do it in
a little while”, and for years I used to think that was what DRECKLY meant, not directly or
immediately. Still you live and learn.
Some while after we moved in, a great time arrived and all three houses had a cold-water tap
fitted in the kitchen together with a deep, white glazed sink. It must have been absolute
heaven for my mother no longer having to go trudging across the yard to carry all the water.
She could also now use an old bicycle inner tube cut across to make a hose, which she tied
to the tap to fill the copper. What luxury. Mind we still had the pan lavvies.
The other excitement about this time concerned my Dad and his bicycle, which he had
bought from the Co-op on the weekly, I think it was a Hercules. By the way the bosses would
have frowned upon purchases like this if they had been made somewhere else. Wednesday
or Saturday summer afternoons, (Sundays would have been frowned upon), he sometimes
used to take me out on it. With a chair cushion tied to the crossbar and my feet resting on the
front forks- off we would go.
Down near Quorn Cross where now stands The Thatch Restaurant [now 2 Station Road]
lived a family called Prickett. Mam, Dad and four sons. Bert [Herbert], a big swarthy individual
was a good friend of my Dad’s and they used to go fishing together. The youngest son,
Reggie was a friend of mine and in my class at school. The window at the front of the shop
as it was then, was always full of bits of cars and motorbikes. Bert was something of an
expert with motors and was, I suppose, self-employed. In the mid 1930’s, what with the
depression, I think Bert must have had a job making ends meet with a family to keep as well.
Luckily people still wanted their daily bread and I cannot recall that Dad was ever out of work.
Anyway, my Dad was
down at the Pricketts
one day when Bert
mentioned that he
wanted to be rid of a
motorcycle and sidecar
he had. I am pretty
sure that the bike was
a Royal Enfield of quite
small capacity. The
sidecar looked like it
was home made. Just
a large plywood box
with a curved front, no
windscreen or hood.
Well Bert must have
been a bit desperate,
as the next we knew,
he and Dad had done a
Bert Prickett on the bike, Dudley Tomlyn (Lloyd’s dad) in the sidecar, Lloyd
swap. One newish
is behind his dad and the other three boys are Bert’s sons.
pedal bicycle for a
It
is
thought
that this photograph was taken in the back yard of 2 Station
motorbike and sidecar.
Road. Wright’s factory buildings can be seen in the background.
Dad had had
motorbikes before and
he just loved them. He later used to say that he never wanted a car, as he would probably fall
asleep while driving if it was too comfortable.
At no great cost and with petrol at about a shilling (5p) a gallon it was not long before we
were off—To Nottingham.
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With its gearshift handle on the side of the fuel tank, which had a crossbar over the top, its
acetylene lights and its huge flimsy sidecar it must have cut a pretty picture. Mam and
Dorothy on the seat in the sidecar and Pauline and I sitting facing backwards in the foot well
on what might have been a footrest, but out of the wind, off we went to see the relatives.
We hardly ever had any trouble getting there or travelling around when we did, though at no
great speed. No, the trouble always came on the way back, which was much more of a test.
Everything would go well until we reached the village of Bunny. Then open her up and try and
get her going flat out—possibly 30-35 mph. Keep changing her down through the gears,
eventually to first, but she could just not make Bunny Hill. 200 – 300 yards from the top and
she would stall. Then out we would get and push her to the top. Off we went once more and
this time we would usually make enough speed to climb Costock Hill, which is not quite so
steep, and so back home. Many times Dad would say he would turn round and take the
Gotham Road instead, but I think it was too much of a challenge for him and he never did.
But we never made Bunny Hill without a push, though mostly Mam refused to get out and it
was Dad and I only. Often then if the weather were reasonable, having got out I would finish
the journey sitting on the pillion seat hanging on to Dad’s coat belt. Not the finest experience I
can tell you having a 30-mph. wind blowing up your trouser legs when you only had short
trousers.
All this enjoyment, as we liked to look upon it was not always a life of sweetness and light.
There were quite often real rows over all sorts of things between Mam and Dad. Not getting
out of the sidecar would be a cause of friction and back home an argument would most likely
ensue.
Mam was still in her thirties and she might have wanted to get some enjoyment out of life
doing the things she wanted. It could not have been an easy life. In those days, hardly any
married women went out to work, particularly if they had a family, though that might have
been easier than the daily grind that now occupied them. The washing and the ironing were a
hard time for a mother. It was not only the hard graft of actually doing the washing, but there
were none of today’s detergents and aids to do the job, just good old-fashioned soap and a
bag of Reckitts Blue in the last rinse to try to improve the whiteness. Especially if you had
hung out the washing to dry on the line up the garden path, only to see the line break and the
whole lot fall to the ground and needing to be done over again. It must have been heart
breaking as well as back breaking. Old cast metal irons heated on the fire were not quite like
today’s modern thermostatically controlled electric steam iron.
Not just washday either. No central heating to keep us warm or even an electric fire to give
us heat at the flick of a switch. Only open coal fires, if you had the coal, which generally burnt
out overnight so that you got up to a cold house each morning and needed to have the
firewood to start a new fire each day. Simply getting hot water was not achieved by turning
on the hot tap as I have said before. No refrigerator or freezer to keep food fresh, so
shopping became another regular chore going to the local shops.
I know that Mam used to like dancing which she enjoyed for many years but I do not think
Dad was very keen. He probably liked his fishing more. There used to be a dance most
weeks at the village hall and may have been more than one. I do not know where Dad would
be, but I believe Mum used to find us a baby sitter. It would be either Florry or perhaps
Eunice Steins, another young lady who would pop in from time to time. She lived just across
the road. One time I think Mam must have gone a bit mad, probably with the frustrations of
life. She bought herself a long BRIGHT RED dance dress and I think she wanted to keep it a
secret from Dad, maybe because of the cost and maybe because of the flirty appearance it
produced. Anyway Dad naturally found out. And the terrible row that ensued I remember to
this day. I do not think he ever struck her but the shouts and screams were awful. He was
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most probably jealous of what other men might think of her and I really do think she was a bit
of a flirt anyway and always had an eye for a good-looking man. Perhaps that is an awful
thing to say about your own mother but many things in life gave that impression.
Rows like this seemed to happen fairly frequently through their married life, though probably
not as frequently as I imagined and would often end up with me, Pauline and Dorothy crying
too. They may have been about money which was usually in short supply, though with Dad
working the hours he did, I don’t know what he could have done about it. You have to
remember too that there was no such thing as child allowances or benefits of any kind.
Everything had to be paid for. But between them they used to make up and life would go on
as normal or as near normal as possible. People rarely used to part in those days thank
goodness. They stuck together through thick and thin and I must be very grateful for that. The
things you must miss when you only have one parent must be innumerable. I feel very sorry
for so many of today’s kids. No matter what, I never had the feeling that we were not loved by
them both or that we, in turn loved them.
Referring back to the motor bike, I did have another mode of transport as well I recall. This
was much more personal. From somewhere Dad had come across an old green pedal car
and I used to pedal it around the back yard and sometimes out on the big front pavement. I
think it must have been quite old because I did not seem to have it very long before the back
axle broke and so that was the end of that, but I loved it.

Chapter 2: - Quorn 1933 to 1936
At the end of August 1933, now being five years old it was time to start to school at St.
Bartholomew’s Church of England School naturally in School Lane. In those days your Mam
would take you on your first day to get you registered, but from there on you made your own
way there and back. Over The Green and along School Lane there were never any fears
about safety. Very little traffic of course and I did not have to cross the road anyway except
right in front of the house and Mam would always be there to see to that. That was another
thing about those days your Mam would practically ALWAYS be there when you got home,
never an empty house. In any case coming from school there was always a great troop of
kids all walking along together. Nobody rode in cars. They just did not have them. I
remember a boy in my class at this time lived at the farm beyond the Great Central Railway
Station and his slightly older sister just walked it.
My first teacher was Miss Woodhouse, a tallish, thin lady probably in her fifties. A quiet kindly
soul that started our education off though we most likely spent a lot of time playing and
drawing, much as I imagine beginners do now. No waste of paper here for drawing. We used
to have wooden trays filled with sand and having shaken it even we would draw our picture in
the sand and when we had finished, shake it once more and start another one.
At the start of the next school year it was into Miss Barber’s, a buxom lady in her thirties I
should imagine. I have a funny recollection that she was always wearing flowered dresses
and high-heeled shoes. It was in Miss Barber’s that we first learned the alphabet and
numbers and began to read and write. The classroom we were in at this time held two
classes, Miss Barber’s and Miss Moore’s, who would be our teacher the following year. Each
class sat back to back with a pair of removable wooden screens on casters dividing them,
which were wheeled away at Prayer Time, the first period of the day. Miss. Moore’s class
would turn round and Miss Woodhouse’s class marched in so that all three classes were
together for prayers and hymns. This would be conducted by Miss Moore with Miss Barber
playing on the piano. Just in passing I remember that standing next to the piano was a large
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rocking horse, but why it was there beats me. As long as I was there I certainly never had a
ride on it and I never saw anyone else ride it either.
I liked primary school very much but if one thing put me off it was the fact that I was a very
shy child and at the least provocation would blush bright red. I could feel it burning my face
and probably wishing I were somewhere else, or the ground could open up and swallow me.
Self-consciousness bugged me for most of my early life and even now I am loath to draw
attention to myself with strangers or those I foolishly regard as being better than the rest of
us.
After Morning Prayers were completed there came the hated ritual. Those whose birthday it
was would have to stand on stools in front of the whole assembly. They would then sing
“Happy birthday to you” to each of the individuals in turn. What could be worse? It used to
terrify me. There were two girls with the same birthday as me and I would stand in the middle
with a girl on either side. I know one was Dorothy Pepper, the younger sister of John and
Matthew and whose father Bill and his wife kept the farm at what was then the bottom of
Barrow Road, but is now the other side of the by-pass. I think the other was a girl named
Nancy Fewkes who I believe lived in Meeting Street.
As for real embarrassment and not daring to ask anything unnecessarily I recall one
afternoon in particular. I wanted to go to the toilet and I did not dare to ask. I thought I could
hold out until it was time to go home, - but I couldn’t. I dirtied my trousers. Needless to say
when it was time to go home, I did not rush out of school as usual, to perhaps have a quick
go on the swings on the green on the way home. I held back and dawdled along School Lane
with the evidence creeping down my legs in my short trousers. In fact, I dawdled so much
that my mother who I was dreading meeting came to see where I had got to. I now suppose it
was the wrong reaction from her, but I can now understand her giving me a spanking. It did
not improve matters though.
The next year when I was seven it was up into Miss. Moore's class. I think I must have been
doing quite well by this time. We used to be awarded a bright-pictured stamp for reaching
various standards in different subjects and they were graded into Fair, Good, Very Good and
Excellent if I remember rightly. One of the Clever Dicks in the class was Norman Bown
whose dad used to keep one of the two Fish and Chip shops we had in the village. I know I
competed very well with him in the number of ‘Excellents’ that we collected. I do not think it
could be anything to do with questions asked verbally or I may not have had so many.
Well, I enjoyed my time in the infant’s school as long as I was not picked out for anything
special. It would soon be time to go up to the “Big Uns”. With two or three days’ holiday at
Christmas and Easter, a day at half term that we used to call “teachers rest” and then four
whole weeks at August, it was a time to be enjoyed. No money worries for us, or wondering if
we could afford new shoes for the kids. That was the real joy of childhood. Just accepting
what you had got because you didn’t know any better.
Looking back, I remember that some people were worse off than us and one I recall was a
friend called Freddie Wykes, one of three children whose dad was a rather sickly individual
who always seemed to be out of work. My mother once gave Freddie an old jersey of mine
as it was too small and half worn out, but next day Freddie was wearing it for school.
Pretty well everybody that was at work would get a week’s holiday from the first Saturday of
August, known as bank holiday week. To many it was not what they really wanted, as there
were generally no “holidays with pay”. Some people would join “Holiday Clubs” where
members would contribute sixpence or a shilling a week throughout the year as a means of
saving for this special week. They usually could not afford a proper holiday, just as they could
not afford to be ill either. There was no NHS at that time as I said before. I think Dad did get
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paid and he was able to take the week off because the Quorn Co-op could buy in bread and
cakes from the big Leicester Co-op, though they most likely made a loss on it, as there was
all the extra fetching and carrying concerned.
During these years in the middle to late thirties one of the big attractions were the Carnival
Marching Bands. They were often formed by big businesses or different societies to compete
against each other. One such band was “Wright’s Commanders” formed by Wright’s factory
who at that time was one of the biggest employers around. It was from these workers that the
band would be composed. Dozens strong and marching four abreast they did look a
magnificent sight in their uniforms of red jackets and white trousers for the men and white
skirts for the girls. With their high peaked caps, they looked just like ranks of toy soldiers.
Not that they all knew how to play an instrument properly. When marching, those near the
front would be the drummers and
those who did know how to play a
brass instrument. Behind these
were the vast majority who all
played a simple kind of bugle with
a short tube across the
mouthpiece, something like a
comb and paper, into which they
would hum the tune. From all
these instruments hung a
rectangular pennant with the
insignia and words Wrights
Commanders. The trouble was,
when they were issued, what they
received was the material and the
coloured thread. They were
Wright’s Commanders Band in 1937
expected to embroider it
themselves. Half of them had not
much idea about embroidery and so it was that Mam and others like her would end up doing
it for them. Florry and Eunice were two of them.
On the Stafford Orchard and other venues around the county they would compete with other
bands, when apart from the playing, they would march in intricate patterns, zig zagging, up
and down and in and out and as the particular piece ended would finish up back in their four
abreast formation from which they had started. Towards dusk some of the bands would be
decorated with lights on their hats and jacket and powered by batteries in their hats. Wrights
Commanders were one of the best of them.
Recalling the times of going to Nottingham reminds me of a couple of happy events which we
attended, two weddings. First in 1936 was Aunt Dolly’s wedding to Uncle Frank (Reedman)
who at the time was probably our favourite uncle. They had several bridesmaids all done up
in dresses that Aunt Dolly had made herself. Pauline was one of them. Two years later it was
the turn of Aunt Gladys to marry Uncle George (Hefford) and this time it was Dorothy’s turn to
be an attendant.
The reason I mention these weddings is because of an embarrassing event (to me) that
shortly followed. Together with Mam, Dolly altered the small bridesmaid’s dresses she had
made for her wedding to something more suitable for daywear. Bright red and white, I don’t
think they met total approval of Pauline and Dorothy when they insisted on them wearing
some frilly hats that were worn at the wedding. Anyway, one day we were carted off to
Leicester to Jerome’s in Granby Street to be photographed. The photographer would insist
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on a particular pose and I felt most uncomfortable.
Anyway, judge for yourself and see the photograph.
An occasion when everybody had another holiday was
one day on 6th. May of 1935. It was the celebration of
King George V. and Queen Mary’s Silver Jubilee. It
was declared a national holiday. Houses were
decorated, flags and banners all over and a Parade
round the village with a Beauty Queen who I think was
one of the daughters of the village policeman, P.C.
Norman. There was much jubilation on the Stafford
Orchard with games and races and something for
everybody. A lovely sunny day too and enjoyed by
everyone. All the school children were presented with
a very nice book and a medal, though mine must have
got lost somewhere.

Pauline, Lloyd and Dorothy in their
wedding finery!

It was one August around this time
that we went on the first holiday I
can remember. Uncle Frank with his
wife Jessie and their only son John,
about a year older than me, would
visit us from time to time, usually
when they were on their way back
from Derby where Jessie’s sister
lived. They always appeared to be a
little bit better off than us though I do
not have any idea what Uncle Frank
Quorn Silver Jubilee float, 1935
did for a living, though I know at one
time he had a Hardware shop.
Where we had the old Enfield and sidecar they had a newish car, an Austin 7 saloon as I
recall. However, when they did come it always seemed to be a happy time. Though they
never stayed longer than an hour or so as they had a long way to go, to get back to Surrey
where they were living. Well they generously invited us all to go and stay with them in Redhill
for a week. This was real adventure. Pack the bags and up to Quorn Cross to catch a United
Counties coach which took us to London. No motorways then of course and I believe the
route took us down the A6 through Kettering, Bedford and Luton. We had to change buses in
London and I remember Dad pointing out Big Ben and the Houses of Parliament. We finally
arrived in Redhill but goodness knows how long it took.
At that time Uncle Frank was living in the ground floor flat of what was about a six-floor
building. It was surrounded by lawns outside of which were a ring of trees. It was a lovely
place. While we were there, John got out his model trains. My first introduction to the genius
of Binns Road, Liverpool, Frank Hornby, someone who unknowingly influenced some of my
thinking for much of my life. John’s “O” gauge Hornby Trains were a revelation to me and he
appeared to have everything with it though that may just be an illusion. What a lucky chap. I
think he may have had Dinky toys too. I cannot really recall much else about the week there,
except riding round the lawns on a homemade trolley, pushing myself along on the wet grass,
so perhaps the weather was not too good while we there.
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I do not know whether it was as a result of this, I expect it was, but when Christmas came,
what did I find in my stocking? Wow! A Hornby Train set. An “O” gauge green 4-wheeled M1
clockwork reversing locomotive and tender with a couple of 4-wheeled coaches and a circle
of track. It was fantastic. The next year came some Dinky Toys, which I had also seen first at
Redhill.
Back home after the heady days of the glazed white sink and inside water another bit of
luxury for my mother. A white, rubber-rollered, ACME wringer for the washing. Painted in a
nice sky blue it was a replacement for the old black, cast iron contraption with the big wooden
rollers. A rag and bone man took that for either a shilling or sixpence. He just took it out on
the pavement and smashed it to bits with a hammer. A short time ago, I saw a similar
contraption on show in a shop in Syston and the owner told me that it was probably worth
about £800 as an antique.
I have my first recollection about this
time of the floods. Things were worse
than they are now I am sure. They
came well over Station Road and
Quorn Cross was quite deep in water
with walkways over it made of planks
on some kind of supports. The swans
came paddling quite close to the front
door over the very wide pavement.
Now onto something more exciting, for
me at any rate. One summer Saturday
Floods in 1932. This photograph was taken standing
afternoon there suddenly appeared on
outside where Bradley’s is now, looking up Station Road
the wide pavement in front of the
towards Quorn Cross.
house an open 4 door motor car,
probably a Bull Nosed Morris, painted
black and with the name “The Pig” along the sides of the bonnet in white letters and which
was driven by a young man in scout uniform. Quite quickly a bunch of lads appeared. I knew
most of them from school, though they were mostly older than me. They were all dressed as
pirates.
From the back of the car, “Akela”, as the young man in scout uniform was called by the boys,
produced some wooden swords and handed them all round. As we all stood watching, Dad
got into conversation with “Akela” and learned that they were the local cub pack off on an
adventure to search for treasure. In no time at all I was a member and with a scarf round my
head and a wooden sword,
I was ready to join the fray as into “The Pig” we all piled.
First stop was The Post Office where we collected a large envelope which was fastened with
huge red wax seal and which turned out to contain “The Secret Map”. It was probable that
“Akela” was the only one who could read the map, and had probably drawn it anyway, and
we headed off. Our course eventually took us to the top of Beacon Hill where we all got out
and prepared to search for the treasure. I do not know how many of us there were in the car
but I should think eight or nine at least. Enough, today, to have to answer some very serious
questions from the Police if we were caught. But in those days it was just all good fun. I
wonder what seat belts are?
Instructions were given and away we went. The map said it was likely the treasure would be
marked by a skull and cross bones and it did not take very long before there was a cry from
one of the lads that it had been found. We all rushed to the spot to find a huge parcel under a
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rocky out crop on which was marked a skull and cross bones in white chalk. Quickly it was
undone and inside a big tin of sweets and goodies of all kinds. They were shared out
between us and soon the treasure began to disappear.
I was hooked and from then on Wolf Cubs was a regular Tuesday night meeting, held in a
room at the back of the Methodist Chapel in High Street where we learned how to tie knots,
points of the compass and many other things including the Boy Scouts Code on how to
behave yourself properly, have good manners and “do a good turn every day”. In the summer
we had Saturday trips out to learn woodcraft and tracking etc. Mostly these outings were held
in the woodlands and grounds of Quorn House, then the home of the Farnham family, a
name that was to appear later on in my life. It is now the training school for Rosemary
Conley. [2018 – owned by Tarmac].
Tramping through the trees by Quorn Brook where it runs near to Meeting Street, we at one
time came across some wooden posts about three feet high, knocked into the ground, with
the tops splintered over by the hammering. We were warned by Akela (I never did find out his
real name) not to disturb them, as they were there for a special purpose. Would you believe
they were the line of the original Quorn by-pass? I understood it was to leave the old A6 main
road at Wood Lane and if you look at some of the pre-war houses as you approach this
junction from the direction of Mountsorrel, you will notice that they were set back at an angle
with this in mind. From there it would have gone through Farnham’s land where we were,
having passed through the old stables of Quorn House on the way to Meeting Street. Then it
would continue across Meeting Street at the side of where Facer’s wood yard used to be,
now a new housing estate, then through Tom Longs meadow by the side of the cricket field
to eventually cross Woodhouse Lane and re-join the A6 at One Ash. Obviously none of this
ever happened.
In those far off days something out of the ordinary was a cause for other kids to poke fun at,
though I dare say I did my share of poking fun too. It may be the same today, but I think that
is more keeping up with the Jones’s than anything else. One thing was new clothes or shoes,
particularly if they were of an unusual style or colour. I was always reluctant to let my mother
buy or make anything that I thought would not meet my friends’ approval and so it was with
my green cub scout jersey. To save money she decided to knit one for me. A very laudable
reason in the circumstances. It was O.K. up to a point but she would insist on making it with a
polo neck when everybody else had a turn down collar. I was most embarrassed. And yet
when I put on my neckerchief and tightened my woggle, nobody could tell the difference
anyway, -what the hell did it matter? It still did not make me feel any better, it was different.
With starting to school had come Sunday school. Togged out in our best clothes we went
back to St. Bartholomew’s for 10.00 o’clock. A few prayers and hymns and then we would
break up into small groups with teachers telling us Bible Stories. On some occasions the
vicar, Cannon Rumsey would attend accompanied by his brother Murray Rumsey, a lay
Preacher and well-known village figure affectionately known as Polly Wolly Doodle, after a
favourite song that he would sing at the drop of a hat. He was something of an eccentric; he
liked his half pint and was a good entertainer and raconteur. For 11.00 o’clock we would all
troop off to church for Morning Service but we would generally leave before the Sermon.
One other thing was that if you attended Sunday School every possible time, you would be
awarded a Full Marks prize, usually a nice book. I cannot remember earning more than
perhaps one or two. These awards meant another lot of attention being centred on you and
another bout of blushing. There were a couple of perks worth having though. In the summer
the whole gathering, whether you had been in regular attendance or not would go out on a
coach trip for the day. It was amazing how many pupils would turn up for this outing, a lot of
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whom we had never seen at Sunday School before. Perhaps it was a means of trying to get
them to attend more frequently.
The other big attendance would be at the Sunday School Christmas party held at the Church
Room. A nice tea, with sandwiches, cakes, jellies and pop, and with a Christmas cracker
each, followed by games like musical chairs and so on, and finally a visit from Father
Christmas. When your name was called out you had to go up to him individually to receive
your present. Another bout of blushing.
Back now at No.12. An event we used to witness fairly frequently was watching Mr. Clarke at
work. He was the local gravedigger and we would sit and talk to him as he dug away. The
day of the funeral we would quietly stand by and watch the burial and then watch Mr. Clarke
fill it all in again. Just another day in a fairly happy childhood.

Across the road, the area of the Green which is now the car park was covered with ashes
and you could play on there to your hearts content Most of the remainder was thick
grassland, which was never mowed like it is today, but we could play safely. The two sets of
swings would be up in the summer but generally taken down in the winter. In the brook at the
side, we would fish for tiddlers with a net and when it was warm, we might also have a paddle
if we thought Mam would not find out.
Once a year there was the village fair held on the
Green. Not all that different from today in some
respects though not so high tec. Proper fairground
organs instead of raucous pop groups screaming their
mindless rubbish. No smelly diesels generators but
magnificent Showman’s Steam Traction Engines. They
would haul in four or five trailers like a train on the road
and when all the amusements were set up they would
drive a dynamo on the front of the boiler with a belt
driven from the flywheel to make the electricity to
power all the roundabouts and lights. That lovely smell
of steam and oil and the flying sparks. All with just a
quiet hiss of steam. Truly wonderful to a small boy.
There would be over-the-sticks, dodgems and the
cakewalk. Sometimes a live show and side shows of all
sorts from coconut shies to roll-a-penny, rifle shooting
and fruit machines. One show I did see were two girls
swimming under water in a glass sided tank. A sort of
underwater ballet and acrobatics, they seemed to stay
under water forever. All the fun of the fair even if it was
only watching. Here for just three days until late on
Saturday night and then after Sunday it had all
disappeared for another year.

The fair when it was on the ‘village
green’ (now the carpark). This
photograph was taken during the 1950s

Back home one of the favourites for most boys was
collecting cigarette cards. At that time most men
smoked. Some women too, though rarely and not out
of doors, so cards were in plentiful supply. Smoking was not at that time known to be the
killer it was later found to be. My Dad even smoked when he was baking and that would be a
real offence today. In the end, although he had given up for many years, it was that, probably
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combined with the dust from the flour which killed him with
lung cancer. I think kids could often persuade their dads as to
which brand they smoked according to the cards that were in
the packets. “Players” were always a popular brand as were
“Capstan”,” Park Drive” and “Senior Service” and most of the
manufacturers would supply you with a nice little booklet in
which to keep the sets of cards, usually 50 to a set. There
were all sorts. Footballers, cricketers, soldiers in dress
uniform, fishes, aeroplanes, motorcars, trains, warships and
many more.
Another collection I well remember, which I think were made
by “Kensitas”, not a favourite brand of my Dad, was of
coloured Flags of the Nations. They were really nice and well
printed on a piece of genuine silk. They were larger than the
cards. In fact, they were about three inches square, but had one disadvantage. They were
not hemmed and used to fray away at the edges. I never did get a full set. One-time Senior
Service did something different too. They started putting in real photographs of dogs. They
were quite good quality and I managed to collect three whole sets and this brought me a bit
of a bonus, which I will explain.
I sometimes used to go to see my Dad at work, but always had to take care that Mr.
Seagrave the manager, did not see me stopping too long. Mid-morning the staff in the shop
would come up in turns to the bake house for a cup of tea, which Dad used to make, and I
would stop and chat to them. Sid Dexter and Harry Noon were like uncles to me and we
always had a laugh and a joke. I really enjoyed their company. Mr. Seagrave would come up
as well in turn and one day came up unexpectedly while I was there. But what I did have with
me at the time was one of the sets of dog photographs. Now he was a dog lover and would
you believe he kept Pekinese, and he saw my cards. He asked me if he could have a look at
them and I duly obliged. I suddenly remembered that I had two other sets at home and so I
gave this one set to him. I did my good turn for the day and made a new friend, as we shall
see later.
Somehow at this time somebody at the Co-op acquired a cricket bat and during their tea
break in the summer, the staff used to have a quick knockabout with a tennis ball in the yard.
I can only just remember it. But the thing I do definitely remember was that somehow or other
the bat finished up at No.12, probably during the winter. It was then that I used to play with it,
though it was miles too big for me. One day I must have wandered down to the Stafford
Orchard with it, when I immediately became the centre of attention, as none of the other kids
had such a thing. It then became a regular routine for the kids, most of whom were a bit older
than me, to come knocking on the door asking if I could come out to play. Of course it wasn’t
me they wanted to play with, it was the cricket bat. There were some sad faces if Mam
fetched me in earlier than the others and a lot of requests to leave the bat with a promise that
they would bring it back later – but this never happened.
Frankie Joiner visited his granny one day and came to play in the garden. We had a rusty old
garden fork with a broken handle lying about and Frankie suggested that we had a game of
throwing the fork as hard as we could into the ground in front of us, to see who could make it
stick in the furthest. Frankie had his go first and probably managed to stick it in about three or
four inches. Now it was my turn and gathering all the puny strength I could muster I hurled it
down between us. My aim was not too good. The fork went straight through Frankie’s shoe
and pinned him to the ground. With a scream he pulled it out and tore into his granny’s
kitchen. I panicked and went flying in home to confess to my mother, what terrible deed I had
done. She in turn sped off round to Granny Joiners to find that she had taken off Frankie’s
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shoe and sock and was bathing his foot with the blue bag from the washing, which I think,
was supposed to be some kind of antiseptic. Anyway no real harm had been done. In fact,
the prongs of the fork had passed between his big toe and the next one and simply grazed
the skin. Big sighs of relief all round.
A couple of other things I remember while we lived at No.12 were a source of astonishment.
The first and probably the last time I ever saw one, was an autogiro flying over. I will not go
into details but the difference between that and a helicopter was the fact that it could not
hover but had to fly like a normal aeroplane with its rotor spinning freely instead of wings.
The other thing, of which I have only the vaguest recollection, though I am sure I am right,
was an airship, which I believe might have been the R100 built by private enterprise or the
R101, which was built by the government and which of course crashed with tragic results and
caused the R100 to be condemned and scrapped. It may have been neither, but I am sure it
was a large airship.
The years were passing and we kids were growing up. It
soon became time for Mam and Dad to begin thinking of
a house move, so that we could have separate
bedrooms. So it was that we moved further down Station
Road, Quorn, to what was then No.84, now No.96,
around 1936/37. I am not exactly sure when we moved
to No. 84, but it must have been before May 1937 as I
shall explain later.
This little three bed roomed house was next to Disraeli
Street and was the end one of a terrace of four. They all
had a rear entrance from a common path across the
back, from our end, so that we saw all the comings and
goings, though not very private.
A little chap named Dick Smith, a self-employed builder
who lived in Farnham Street, Quorn, owned this house
and the one next door. I am not sure about the other two.
The rent was 10/- (50p) per week, which Dick would call
for every weekend. Our next-door neighbour was Dick’s
son Alf with his wife and only son Keith, who was about a
year younger than me. Not my best friend by any means.
96 Station Road in 2018
He was a spoiled brat who would dictate to his mum and
(formerly no 84)
dad in a way that would have got us the hiding of a
lifetime. I did make a couple of new lifetime’s friends while we lived there though. Eric
Halford, whose family lived in Nursery Lane, but their back garden ran at right angles to the
bottom of ours. His Dad was an excellent carpenter and joiner and used to go fishing with my
Dad. He was later also one of the first to join the Fire Brigade with my Dad. It was here I
learned to ride a bicycle and this was on Eric’s fairy cycle. Thank you Eric. A couple of doors
away lived my friend Peter Bramley whose Dad was a lorry driver for Wrights. Alf worked at
Tucker’s brickyard at Loughborough and would sometimes bring home small bricks that he
had made of real clay, in various shapes and sizes, but tiny enough for Keith to play with. I
suppose this would be made from odd bits of clay and he just popped them in to the kiln
when the foreman wasn’t looking.
The other two houses were occupied by the Jollands and the Armstrongs whose daughter
Clara was at one time the Quorn Beauty Queen.
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Although our new home had more rooms than No.12, I don’t think the floor area was any
greater. There was a bay windowed sitting room at the front into which the front door opened
directly. A living room behind that, with the staircase between and then a small kitchen. Built
onto this was a coalhouse and at the bottom of a smallish garden was – yes, you have
guessed it, a pan lavatory. Another backward step, which we didn’t suffer from at No. 12, was
gas lighting. The electricity mains cable had not yet reached No, 84. To be honest, I cannot
remember whether it was installed by the time we left in 1938/39, but I think it was. But we
did get one huge improvement while we were there. All four houses had a proper sewage
system installed with flush toilets. Dick Smith did the job himself and would you believe it, he
was assisted by me – my first building job. I am sure it was done during the school holidays,
which was why I had the time to help. We dug out the trench by the side of No. 84 and then
across the back of the four houses. The coal houses were all converted into toilets and the
pan lavvies at the bottom of the garden were rebuilt into coalhouses and that is where I
learned to do pointing of brickwork. After several weeks, he did pay me – 2d, but I enjoyed it.
Back in the house my own bedroom was over the kitchen but to get to it you had to go
through the other back bedroom, which was used, by Mum and Dad. Pauline and Dorothy
had the front bedroom. I can’t remember that they ever had separate rooms the whole time
they lived at home.
One of the events that stand out for me during our short stay at No.84 was of course the
coronation of George VI and Queen Elizabeth, which is why I know we were living there on
12 May 1937 when it took place. Again it was a lovely sunny day, like the Silver Jubilee two
years earlier and once again there was a parade with all the jollities on the Stafford Orchard. I
was always able to run a bit and in the race for my age group, I think over fifty yards, I won
first prize which I remember was a game called Cascado. This was a sort of bagatelle game,
played with tiddlywinks on a vertical board. Either on this day or the Silver Jubilee
celebration, another event occurred at school although we had been given the day off. The
whole school were collected together and we were marched off across the Green, through
the Churchyard and then into the front entrance of Rawlins Grammar School. What an
honour!
Here there was someone of local importance, I cannot remember who, though it could well
have been George Farnham or Colonel Toller, presented every one of us with a blue hard
backed book of the events leading up to that day together with a silver coloured medal and
ribbon. I have no idea what happened to either of them but I suppose today they would be
something of a collector’s item.
I don’t think that Dad liked gardening very much and so it was that I took on the job with a bit
of help from Alf [Smith]. It really wasn’t very big, about 4 yards by 10 yards and I remember
growing some lovely sweet peas. Alf gave me some seeds to grow some plants that he said
he brought back from India when he was there in WWI. I don’t know what they were and I
have never ever seen any others like them. They were about two feet high and were all
maroon in colour – the flowers, the stalks and leaves – just one colour. My sweet peas were
quite admired!
Christmas came around again and another Binns Road product for a present, a Meccano set
No. 3. Again I had never seen anything like it and it was a revelation to me. Not only for me to
enjoy either, I think Dad was making up for his childhood too and I recall that one night he
stayed up very late building a model ship, until he had used almost every part in the set. Pity,
the next day I took it all to pieces again. I really enjoyed playing with Meccano and I have
always believed it helped me later in life with anything mechanical. My enthusiasm must have
been pretty high because the following Christmas I got another set. Not just an-add on set
either, but a real big one, a No.9 I think and with it a load of extra gears etc. This was not
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new, but Dad had seen it advertised somewhere and went out and bought it. There was a
bonus with it as well – a Bowman twin cylinder steam engine. Wow!
I suppose looking back I must have been spoiled rotten and I cannot quite make this all tie in
with the money, which so often seemed to be in such short supply. It puzzles me how we
could afford some of the things that we had when I thought Dad’s pay was so low. I am
certain it was still less than £3 per week and a really good pay rise would not be more than
5/-. (25p). I also wonder over the years how Pauline and Dorothy fared. I never think that they
had the variety of things that came my way apart from things like colouring books and
crayons and of course the inevitable apple and orange that always made up the weight, I
don’t think that there were so many things available for them and I just hope that they never
felt I was treated in anyway differently to them.
I suppose “the weekly” came in to it and I do remember another row when Mam went out and
bought a 3-piece suite on the never - never without letting Dad know. Perhaps she thought
he wouldn’t notice it. Mind the financial arrangements between them seemed a bit odd to
some of us today. Dad would come home with his pay packet and give Mam an allowance on
which she had to manage to feed and clothe us and pay for the gas, coal and rent. If she
wanted more she would borrow it from him and then would pay it back by having it stopped
from the next week’s allowance. The rest of his pay he would keep himself.
Pretty well from then on I had made up my mind that when I grew up I would try never to be
short of money. I would share what I had and if I could not afford it, I would go without. I
would try not to owe anybody anything. If it meant working harder or longer, so be it. Mind, on
the other hand I have had an enormous amount of luck. But as they say, “the harder you
work the luckier you get.

As I mentioned before Dad was quite
a keen angler and he was in fact the
secretary of the Quorn Angling
Society which held its meetings at
the Mill House pub that was then on
Leicester Road. He would organise
fishing matches along the River Soar
and was often a winner himself.
Perhaps he had an advantage over
most as he always had loads of
ground bait to entice the fish to his
spot. At work there would sometimes
be stale bread left over and this he
would grind up in the mixing machine
Leicester Road looking up towards Quorn Cross. The
to make crumbs. Seemed to work!
Mill House Inn (now demolished) is underlined in red.
One thing you could always be pretty
sure of was that he would win us a good bird in the annual Christmas fur and feather match.
Some generous farmers or shopkeepers would give a cockerel, a goose or a turkey or
whatever, to the club, for prizes. There were also hares and rabbits, so practically everyone
would get a prize.
When I was about 9 years old he also organised a fishing match for boys and naturally he
wanted me to enter. I did used to go fishing with him sometimes but it all seemed a bit boring.
Well he entered me and although I caught 4 or 5 small fishes I did not win a prize, though I
was supposed to get my photograph in the Leicester Evening Mail as the youngest
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competitor. Unfortunately, although they got the caption right, they put in the picture of
another boy – Buzz Hartshorn—he used to pong a bit.
As well as the river angling, Dad occasionally managed to get a permit to go pike fishing at
Swithland reservoir. For this he would need live bait and he would catch gudgeon in the Soar
and bring them home to be kept in the bath until he wanted them. I remember him catching a
real whopper pike once, about 20lbs I think. I don’t think Mam fancied cooking it so he gave it
to Bert Prickett to eat.
Apart from the fishing he somehow managed to afford to update the motorbike and sidecar
about this time. I don’t remember whether we still had the old Royal Enfield but now he
bought a V Twin Brough Superior, together with a shiny silver sidecar. Used of course.
Not having anywhere to keep it under cover was no problem. Dad acquired some corrugated
iron sheets from somewhere and with some bits of timber for a framework, erected a little
shed, in what was really Disraeli Street alongside the garden wall. You didn’t ask, you just did
it, and as far as I know, nobody ever queried it. No such thing as planning consent. From
then on I always had to ride pillion as it only had a single seat sidecar into which Mam,
Pauline and Dorothy had to squeeze. This combination at least saved one struggle. It just
sailed over Bunny Hill without a problem.
During these years from when I was 8 – 10 years old I had gone up to the “Big ‘uns”. Still at
St. Bartholomew’s of course but in a different part of the school with a different playground
and now separated from the girls at playtime. The first teacher we had was Miss (Lena)
Sturman, a jolly hockey type, probably in her middle thirties and a strict disciplinarian. She
used to keep a little short cane in her desk and wasn’t afraid to use it. Though being so short
it felt like a light tap as I remember. Not so the one belonging to Gaffer Jones, the completely
bald headmaster.
One day as my friend Jimmy Barrows and
I were having a race up the playground
and back, we both crashed into a boy
called Shelton from another class, who
was running straight across our path. We
sent him flying and he unfortunately
banged his head on the playground as he
fell. We didn’t notice it at the time but his
eye started to swell quite badly. End of
playtime and in we went for lessons. The
next thing we heard was the voice of
Gaffer Jones from the next classroom
shouting to Shelton and demanding to
know what had happened? Seconds later
he stormed into our classroom and called
out Jimmy and me. Off to his study and
The old school on School Lane
two whacks on each hand for us and an
order not to go into the playground for the next two weeks. That wasn’t the end of it though.
After the weekend away we had completely forgotten about the ban and so it was back to his
study for the same treatment as before. We didn’t forget the second time. Nevertheless, I
never bore him any animosity and always had great respect for him as I did for all the primary
school teachers.
I liked going to school and look back on them as a very happy time. At playtime this was
where I managed to get a lot of my cigarette cards from by either doing swaps with other
boys or the game of “faggy a go”. For this we would have a narrow roll of paper with numbers
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written down it, mainly noughts I think and for one cigarette card, which you wanted you
would allow someone to pull the end of the roll, blind side up, and whatever number it had
stopped at was the number of cards you had to give in return. Snobs I remember as another
favourite pastime.
On a sadder note my Granny Tomlyn
died in about 1938, my Grandfather
having died some years earlier. They
are both buried in Loughborough
cemetery. The inevitable result of this
was an inheritance of several hundred
pounds for Dad, which caused a real
change of life for us. The recently
acquired Brough combination was one
of the first things to go to be replaced
by a brand new Matchless 950cc. V
Twin motorcycle, ANR768, together
with a green coloured two seat Swallow
sidecar. I am sure that Swallow was the
The entry or alley on High Street where the latest vehicle
fore runner of Jaguar Cars. I could now
was garaged. Even though this photograph dates from
get off the pillion and into the back
the 1940s, there is still a newsagent on the right and a
dickie seat, complete with its own
hairdresser on the left.
windscreen, usually having to squeeze
in with Dorothy, but at least out of the
cold wind. I was still in short trousers. The new outfit was kept in a new wooden garage
situated at the top of the entry in High Street between No. 27 and No. 29, then a newsagent's
and ladies’ hairdresser's respectively. It was not there for long. This was because we were
due for another big change.
It was time to move house again. This time to 38 Mansfield Street, Quorn. It was sometime in
these years just before the war that we had a second holiday at Uncle Frank’s in Redhill. This
time we travelled there under our own steam and of course it was on the Matchless. This of
course enabled us to travel around during the week we were there. They had now moved
house, to a newish semi-detached much like No.38 turned out to be. It had a long garden
with a garage at the bottom which was accessed from a track common to all the houses in
the road.
A nice holiday as I recall. The weather
was nice and sunny and we went down
to Brighton one day. I didn’t like the
beach much; it was just big pebbles with
no sand to speak of. We also went to the
circus at Chessington zoo a few miles
away, kite flying and model boating at a
local common, and I was introduced to
John’s latest whim. He was making
small concrete figures like gnomes from
moulds. John also naturally had a bike
on which I spent some time riding round.
Just one day it rained, and we all
trooped off to the cinema. I can
38 Mansfield Street in 2018
remember the film we saw, it was “The
Saint in New York”, with Louis Hayward. Would you believe I recently watched it again after I
recorded it, when it was broadcast on late night television.
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Chapter 4: - 38 Mansfield Street, Quorn, late 1930s
We certainly moved here before the war, I am sure sometime during 1938. No longer a place
to rent this time because of the inheritance, which I think was somewhere around the £400 to
£500 mark. Even after the purchase of the Matchless and sidecar, Dad could now afford the
deposit on a 3 bed-roomed semi-detached house. This had a little wooden garage at the
side, a small front garden with some iron railings and a fair sized back garden. There were
roses and chrysanthemums, some blackberry and raspberry bushes, a nice patch of rhubarb
and half of an apple tree that actually stood in the garden of our new neighbours. The soil
was very good and this was great when it came to growing our own vegetables during the
war.
The new house had something we had not seen since we lived in Boundary Road,
Mountsorrel - a proper bath. What luxury! Pauline and Dorothy had never known the like. In a
separate bathroom the bath was fitted with a huge gas fired hot water geyser that would
splutter and gurgle in the most alarming manner, but to us it was pure luxury. Mind there was
no washbasin or toilet fitted. That would have been too much to ask.
Down in the kitchen my mother was back to an old sandstone sink with just a cold-water tap
over it. There was a gas copper for boiling the clothes and a gas cooker. Speaking of gas
there was at first only gas lighting. The mains electric cable had not yet reached this far. But
not long after we moved in it was fitted and we did have electric light once more. 5/- (25p) per
light and 7/6 (37p) for the two-way switch on the stairs. This must have been installed during
the late winter, as I remember some workmen later coming to remove the old gas lighting on
Dorothy’s birthday, April 17th, and she was due to have a little party. Mam told the workmen
“not today thank you”, and they replied that it was now or never. Anyway they didn’t do it and
perhaps that was no bad thing. Later on when we began to get electricity power cuts during
the war we could always revert to the gas lighting.
The front door opened into a hallway, at the side of which was the staircase (and underneath
which was a pantry). I think the only time the front door was opened was when the Doctor
called! A front sitting room had a nice tiled fireplace.
The living room at the back had a black metal fireplace but a much more modern design than
we had seen before. It had an oven so we still had the shelves to take to bed on a cold
winter’s night. I do not recall it had a boiler so all the other water would be heated by a kettle
or the copper. Out the back was a separate coalhouse and a flush lavatory.
Once we had moved in, one of the first things Dad did was to relegate the small existing
garage to the back garden as a shed and replace it with the much bigger and better wooden
garage from the High Street. (Who ever heard of planning permission in those days?)
Our new neighbours, Mr. and Mrs. Bill Wright were a delightful and friendly old couple. They
were retired butchers, who once had a shop on the very corner of Sileby Road, Mountsorrel.
It was at that time run by their eldest son called Fred who I knew very slightly, but they had
two other sons named Jack and Eric who I would come to know much more closely in years
to come. Jack was into farming and Eric into horses and livery.
Next door on the other side was a good-sized building plot with a large brick built workshop at
the back. It belonged to Mr. Swinfield, a clerk at Wright’s, who lived across the road. He used
it as an allotment for growing vegetables. Years later he had a house built on it for his son
Stanley when he got married. Stanley was a friend of mine and attended Loughborough
College.
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Beyond this bit of land lived the Gambles at No. 34. George, the father being proper builder,
who had been responsible for building the semi that we now lived in and employed quite a
number of men.
Looking back, there were quite a number of boys in Mansfield Street about my age and we
made up a really good gang led by Pete Buttress. They were Tony Gail, John Hall, John
Dobson, Frank and Ernie Turner, Geoff Nail, Gordon and Victor Camp, Ted Gartshore,
Claude and Phil Bumpus, Ernie Woods and of course one of my very best friends, Peter
Bramley.
Though I may not have appreciated it at the time, 1939 was to be my final year at St.
Bartholomew’s school where I had been very happy. The world seemed a happy and
contented place to me at that time and life was far simpler. Looking back, it seemed that the
sun was always shining and everything in the garden was lovely. We must have been lucky
though, as I know a lot of people still had a much harder life than us. But I was now about to
take the 11 plus exam during 1939 and managed to pass with an A3, which qualified me to
go on to higher things. A place at Rawlins Grammar School, an event that was to change my
life.
Five other pupils would accompany
me there from Quorn. —Jimmy
Barrows, Gordon (Gough) Camp, Roy
(Dixie) Footitt, Norman Bown and the
girl who shared my birthday, Dorothy
Pepper. When I said “qualified”, it
meant just that. At the time you would
still have to pay for your education
and your books. It was just an
entrance exam really. This would have
been a bit of a struggle, but I am sure
Dad wanted me to go. I don’t believe I
was all that keen myself at the time
and my Mother didn’t like it much
Rawlins Grammar School
either. She may have thought of the
expense and the fact that I would not
be making any contribution to the household when I reached fourteen. But how many times
have I been so very thankful that he insisted? The one bit of good luck that helped with the
finances was that it was found that there was a Trust Fund sponsored by the Farnham family
of Quorn, who I mentioned earlier. It was they who had also paid for the new gymnasium at
Rawlins too. This trust would pay for the education of the poorer children of the village who
had qualified to go to Rawlins and we were able to take advantage of that. This was for the
education only, not the books. There was also of course all the rest of the paraphernalia to
pay for. School cap and tie, football, cricket and gym kit. There were pens, pencils and
geometry sets, paints and an apron for woodwork and of course a satchel in which to carry
them.
I now come back to the Gambles at No.34 Mansfield Street. Mrs. Gamble was the mother of
two sons and a daughter who were all older than me and I believe had all gone to Rawlins.
Well one day she asked Mam to send me round to see her and she very kindly presented me
with a brand new leather satchel. Very generous. So there I was, all set up to go and for the
first time, wearing long trousers which previously I had only worn for Sunday best.
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I am sure I didn’t realise what world events were going on at this time. This was for me the
happy summer of 1939 with a longer holiday than we had at primary school and looking
forward a little apprehensively to the new life at Rawlins. We were not due to start until
sometime towards the end of September and by then everything had changed.
The events of Sunday 3rd. September 1939 would not only be shattering for us; it would be
for the whole world. On this day, Britain and France had declared war at 11.00am after
Germany had invaded Poland, with whom they had a treaty. Of course, being a young boy I
didn’t know what had been happening in Europe since Hitler had come to power in Germany,
and although great efforts were made to placate him, in the end it all came to nothing.
Since then I have read the books of Churchill’s Trilogy of “The Second World War”. The first
called “The Gathering Storm”, gives a much better idea. If you are interested, do read it. In
fact, all of them.

Chapter 5: - September 1939
I recall on this day coming home from Sunday school and seeing a school friend, Teddy
Gartshore sitting on the front gate of his house at 11 Mansfield Street, where Pauline later
lived, and calling across to me.
“I should go home quickly if I was you”
“Why is that?” I asked,
“Because the war has started and there might be some German bombers coming over soon”.
Well, I did go straight home to find Mam in a bit of a state, I suppose from her experience in
WWI. Note: Lloyd was eleven when war broke out.
In the event though, we neither saw nor heard anything of the war for many months and
people began to believe that this was how it would continue and the whole thing would be
over quite quickly. How wrong they were. The immediate effects of all this were more
personal. In the first few weeks of the war it was expected that most of our cities would come
under attack, particularly those with heavy industries, which would be so important to the war
effort, those such as Sheffield and Coventry. Sometime before the war started, plans had
already been made for the evacuation of children and some mothers from the cities. So it
was that those from Sheffield began arriving at Quorn by the bus-load in those early days of
September. They seemed strange kids at first with their Yorkshire accents and their “thees”
and “thous”. Carrying their few belongings and with an apprehensive look on their faces, it
must have been awful for them.
If you had any spare accommodation, you were expected to take them in as part of the
family. Quite a shock to some of the older generation who had seen their families grow up
and leave home to have young kids dumped on them. Mr. and Mrs. Wright next door for a
start.
I do believe that even then, there seemed to be an atmosphere of “we are all in together and
we are going to make the best of it”. When war was declared the Prime Minister was Neville
Chamberlain, but on the 10th May 1940 he resigned through ill health and died six months
later on 9th November. He was replaced by Winston Churchill who had been forecasting that
this war against Germany was going to happen for years. Churchill, who had for a long time
been out of favour, was of course a very different character and it became obvious that he
was now the man for the job. What a difference that made. When he came on the radio and
made his wartime speeches, the streets would empty and everybody listened. And what a
fantastic encouragement they were.
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With the evacuees though, some quickly became homesick and it was not very long before
some were going back home - probably encouraged by the fact that very little of any danger
was happening. Many did stay quite a long time and must have been particularly pleased
when things did hot up. Some even stayed until they had finished their education.
Of course, it was the terrible air raid on Coventry that really showed what we were up
against. Carpet bombing at its worst, for which in the end the Germans, would much regret.
When “Bomber Harris” the head of Bomber Command, later said “They have sown the wind
now they will reap the whirlwind” they would really suffer. Though so would we in that out of
around 120,000 odd bomber crew, 55,000 would be lost. All young men.
Talking of things hotting up reminds me that we too had some evacuees. Not unknown
strangers from some distant town but relatives from Nottingham. Aunty Dolly with her son
Reggie, age about two and aunty Edna with her daughter Colleen, a little older, lived a few
doors from each other in some little terrace houses just off London Road in Nottingham. Both
their husbands, Frank and Eric had been called up. When the first bombs fell on the City it
did not take long for them to get on the first bus and be over to stop with us. How on earth 4
adults and 5 children all managed to live in No.38, I cannot imagine, but live in it we did. As to
how long they stayed I cannot recall but quite a few months certainly, until the bombing
quietened down at any rate.
We had others visitors who came too when the London Blitz started. For a short time, we had
some evacuees. A mother and her small son. We wondered why she fed him different meals
to herself and us. The reason became clear one weekend when her husband came up to see
her. He was Jewish and obviously wanted his son to be brought up as he wanted. Nothing
wrong with that. But the lady ate what we ate and really enjoyed it. They did not stay very
long.
I am not sure how the schools went on in the cities but lots of male teachers were of course
“called up” and some of the female teachers came with the children I think.
It was now that we were ready to start at Rawlins and instead of the number of pupils
expected; the evacuees more than doubled them. The number of books ordered was quite
inadequate and so this meant sharing where possible. The other thing that could not be
worked out immediately was how standards compared and so it was that each of the forms
were all bundled together and simply divided into two forms, 2A and 2B, 3A and 3B etc.
The A’s were supposed to be the brightest and got priority for the books and the B’s just had
to manage. Norman Bown, who had gained an A1, went into 2A class. The other five of us
from Quorn went into 2B. This did not just apply to those who had come from Sheffield, there
seemed to be some differences between the pupils from Mountsorrel, Birstall and particularly
Rothley, who I am sure, had advanced much further than we had. However, at the end of the
first term we all had an examination and after the Christmas break they were better able to
sort us out, according to our abilities. I was then transferred into 2A. This was a bit of a
problem for me in some subjects, as the 2A pupils had progressed more quickly than the
2B’s as they were given preference for the text books that had been ordered which would
now be in short supply. I don’t think I ever caught up in some subjects particularly in French.
Perhaps I was just a bit dumb and I never liked doing French anyway.
The books that I did receive had to be paid for at the end of each term, when we each
received a bill to take home. I don’t think that this continued for too many terms because the
textbooks were getting short due to the war, so eventually they were bought and kept by the
school and loaned to us as needed and the exercise books came free.
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These early days of the war did see some changes made. It wasn’t long before food rationing
started and one of the first things to be rationed was petrol for private vehicles in late 1939. In
1942 it was stopped altogether, so for a time the Matchless had to be kept off the road. Some
vehicles, especially single decker buses, did get by without using petrol, by having huge gas
bags fitted on the roof, filled with town (coal) gas. I don’t think that would have been very
practical on a motor bike, do you? Eventually though, Dad did manage to get it back into use,
as we shall see. Petrol wasn’t the only fuel to be short either, so was coal and coke though I
don’t think it was rationed, it was just in short supply. You could always make this up a bit by
burning logs. Not so easy for the schools though and sometimes in the winter there was no
heating and we had to wear our outdoor clothes to keep warm during lessons.
There was the blackout too when it was an offence to be caught showing a light and of
course no street lamps. If you went out at night when there was no moon you had to be very
careful if using a torch and definitely not if the air raid sirens had gone. There were also many
times when the electricity supply was off as well. Clothes also could only be bought by using
a points system.
The food and petrol rationing brought Dad and me a little bonus. Because of this rationing the
government decided that bread, (which wasn’t rationed until after the war,) could only now be
delivered on three days a week, in Dad’s case Tuesday, Thursdays and Saturdays. There
was talk of just doing enough for half the village at a time with a bit extra for anyone who
might like to come to the shop to fetch it but that was a non-starter. For Dad though, this
meant that he could then have a bit of a lie in on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. But it
also meant that on Tuesdays and Thursdays, he now had to bake two days’ bread in one go,
and three days on Saturdays. On Saturdays though, he did have a bit of assistance from a
chap called Titch Webster. He was my friend Pete Bramley’s uncle, who lived in Nursery
Lane. He was an old soldier from the First World War, where he had lost a leg, and he
always seemed to be a very cheerful sort of fellow. It also meant that the rounds man, Harry
Noon, would also have to deliver three days’ bread and for this of course, he too would need
a hand. That was when Dad came home and said that Mr. Seagrave had asked him, to ask
me, if I would like the job? Yes of course. But it wasn’t just bread. We would start at about
7.00 am. with a milk delivery all-round the village. This finished; we would get back to the
shop, empty and clean out the van (always a Jowett) and then load up with the bread and
cakes. There was always one thing which puzzled me when doing the bread round. As it was
mostly done on a weekly credit basis with the customers going to the shop to pay their dues,
several of them wanted their purchases written into a special little book. Bread was rated into
a measure called a Quartern which was 4 lbs. that I never heard anywhere else. So, a 2lb.
loaf would be called a ½ and a 1lb would be a ¼. So if you sold two 2lb loaves, you would
write down 1. Seemed a bit odd to me but that was the tradition and that’s what went in the
book.
All round the village again we would eventually finish at about 5.30 pm. The pay to start with
was 5/- (25p) for the day, though this eventually went up to 7/6 (37½p). I was now earning
some money of my own and was to keep the job until the war ended. I also did other jobs at
the Co-op at busy times such as helping in the shop or helping Sid Dexter deliver groceries
or cutting up cheeses. I used to also help in the bake house too, where I used to weigh out
the sugar ration, though often this was without pay. By now Mr. Seagrave accepted me and if
he asked me to come in, I usually got paid.
Another job I did for a few years was to be a postman, delivering the Christmas mail which
usually included working on Christmas day. I don’t think you would find many postmen doing
that now. I also used to do a bit of gardening for the Vicar though this mainly consisted of
mowing the vicarage lawn with a little hand mower. There was a motor mower in the
outhouse but unfortunately no petrol to run it. What was the vicarage at that time, is now part
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of Rawlins. Then the Vicar, Teddy Pilling, moved across the road to a smaller and more
modern house and I used to do his garden there too. This also had a big lawn to mow and I
did that job as well until he managed to sell the old vicarage. This was not until near the end
of the war and by then some petrol rationing had been re-introduced, which made the job a
lot easier. For all this I got paid about 1/- (5p.) per hour. I’ve never been afraid of hard work.
At least now I was a bit less of a drain on the household expenses. I didn’t actually contribute
to them, but I did earn my own spending money and from then on, I am sure I always
managed that. I think it may have helped a bit, as my mother was trying to make ends meet
by doing some charring at some of the houses in the Chaveney Road area.
Having earned some money, there was one thing I wanted to purchase. I loved my Hornby
train set but there was very little chance of adding to it, as they were no longer being
produced because the factory was making other things for the war. But my friend Jimmy
Barrows did have a very big set that he wasn’t really interested in and had said that if
anybody made him an offer he would sell it. He wanted £1 for it, so as soon as I had saved
up I went straight to see him and bought it. An LNER 4-4-2 tank locomotive, 2 bogie coaches
and a huge set of track and points. It was my pride and joy and really treasured it. Today it
would be worth several hundred pounds.
Fairly early on there had been a call for able-bodied men to become Air Raid Wardens or to
join the LDV, (Local Defence Volunteers), though this title was changed later to the Home
Guard. (Dad’s Army). The other call was for men to join the Auxiliary Fire Service and this
was where Dad did his bit. He got together a group of eight men to do 40 hours training at
Loughborough Fire Station. This completed they were then given proper uniforms, a
Coventry Climax trailer water pump, hoses, ladders, etc. to form their own unit. They then
needed a vehicle to tow the pump with and this was bought by voluntary contributions, the
firemen going round the village, door to door, asking for donations. Wrights contributed £50,
which to me didn’t appear to be all that much considering what they had to lose. I think they
may have had a small fire brigade of their own as well. With this money they bought a second
hand Ford van, about a two tonner which they converted in their own time to do the job of
carrying the equipment and being able to transport the crew.

This vehicle is a 1928 Vulcan and was owned by Mr. Long.
During WW2 it towed a Coventry Climax Fire Pump.
In the front seats are Arthur Horsley and Fred Long (driver). In
the rear seats are Wilf Axten, Jack Harper and Syd Wisehall.
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It was then that Dad was able to
wangle a way of using the
Matchless. He removed the
sidecar and fitted a large, top
hinged, wooden box, which
could be filled, with hoses, stand
pipe and nozzles to act as a sort
of flying unit when the pump
was not needed. A ladder
fastened to the top of the box
and with a couple of chaps
sitting on the ladder they were
ready to go. As far as I recall the
original eight were Dad, Sid
Dexter and Harry Noon, Fred
Halford, Arthur Horsley, Wilf
Axton, and Arthur Long, and I
think Jack Pinfold. It would have
been nice if somebody could
have taken a photograph of
them at the time, but then films
were very limited and you had

to know somebody who had a camera, a bit rare in those days. Eventually they were to have
more members join including young ladies to answer the telephone, one being my friend
Peter Bramley’s sister, Elsie. Later on even Mr. Seagrave would join and this would have
been a little odd as Dad had been made Section Leader and Mr Seagrave would have been
an ordinary fireman.
One particular event that I recall was them giving a demonstration of their abilities. All the
villages around had the same sort of teams and one weekend half-a-dozen of them came to
Quorn. By drawing water from the brook and pumping it from one unit to the next, they were
able to pump water right across the green, up Station Road, across the Stafford Orchard and
play their hoses on to St. Bartholomew’s school. Wonderful! In the end after all the continued
training and hard work, thank goodness they hardly had anything to do. No big fires and just
a handful of high explosives and incendiaries were dropped on Quorn but at least it gave a
relief to the full-time firemen in the towns who, were more hard pressed, by dealing with
things like domestic and hedge fires.
Conscription had started and young men were being “called up” for the Army, Navy and Air
Force, unless they were in a very important job. There was another alternative for some and
this was the route that Harry Noon took when his call up came. You could join the regular
Fire Brigade and be stationed in one of the hard hit cities. Harry did this and was sent to
Birmingham. Unfortunately, he got very badly injured and had to be invalided out with an
instruction to get a less active job, if possible sitting down. In time this came to his advantage
as he got a job driving a bus for Howlett's and would in time take over the business and build
it up into quite a thriving enterprise. Well done Harry!
All this of course meant that he was no longer at the Co-op to drive the van and his job was
taken by his brother in law, a chap named Sid Sharp who I would work with all the rest of the
time I was there. He wasn’t quite the live wire that Harry had been, but we got on O.K.
All the men being called up for the army meant that they needed training and Quorn had a
fair number of recruits stationed there. Soar House and the old Bull’s Head on High Street
were taken over and used as barracks, as well as the stables at Farnham’s and a large
house that used to be on Loughborough Road near to what is now the Chequers restaurant. I
think it was called Rose Cottage and was demolished a few years after the war. First a filling
station was built there, later demolished to be followed by a block of flats.
Being a cul-de-sac Mansfield Street made an ideal parade ground and soldiers would march
up and down learning basic foot and rifle drill. They used the Stafford Orchard for more
practical field training. After a few weeks they would go off and another lot would arrive. Not
all the troops were infantry though and at one time we had a battery of Royal Artillery who
would leave a couple of 6 inch Howitzers parked at the top of the road. What a great time we
had at the end of the day playing on them when the soldiers simply went off and left them.
During this time too, there would be huge convoys of lorries, Bren gun carriers and tanks
rolling through the village, sometimes we used to count more than a hundred. Then there
were what we called Queen Marys that carried aircraft wings and fuselages. They appeared
to be huge then but hardly as big as some of the trucks we see today.
The other big interest for me and my friends at this time was to bike up to Wymeswold to first
of all see the aerodrome being built and eventually the Wellingtons and other bombers taking
off. Yes, I had got a bike to use. It wasn’t mine, but I’ll explain that later.
At various times we also had the girls of the ATS who I think were probably employed at
Beaumanor at Woodhouse, which became a signals and communications centre and was an
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outstation for Station X at Bletchley Park where they solved the Enigma Code that the
Germans were using, though we didn’t know that at the time. Between Woodhouse and the
Great Central Railway, there was a Searchlight unit, where we would go in the evenings to
see them do a test of the searchlights and to make sure everything was working O.K. As far
as I recall there were no Anti-aircraft guns around though.
One certain regiment I have cause to remember was a Scottish Infantry one, The Cameron
Highlanders. Whether they were all Scots I don’t know but certainly the drill sergeant was,
Mark Middlemass. The sureness of this was because, during their stay my cousin Doreen,
daughter of my Aunt Ivy, sometimes came to visit, perhaps looking for a young man. Anyway
the pair of them were to meet eventually and marry.
One unit that also certainly came to the area, I believe, was the Royal Army Service Corps or
Royal Engineers. Not to train, but to work. Up at the Central station they put in several new
sidings for the handling of ammunition trains before D-Day. We would watch from the road
bridge, as trainloads of shells would be brought in, then loaded onto lorries and taken and
stored on the verges of lots of the country roads around Charnwood. Some of these had
simple corrugated iron covers, with open ends, over them. No security of any kind.
Remembering these events, it is sometimes rather difficult to be sure I have them in the right
order. But a date I know that is correct was an event that happened on 26th November 1942,
that was the birth of my new brother, Peter Ernest. My mother chose the name Peter, after
my best friend Peter Bramley.
Talking of all the military happenings that were coming to Quorn, one of the biggest things to
happen started one sunny day when we were playing on the green. Several army lorries
arrived, the like of which we had not seen before, accompanied by some Jeeps. They were
Chevrolets of the American 82nd Airborne Division. The first thing to happen was that one of
the lorries tipped a complete office building, (what we would now call a Portacabin), on to the
green and 2 minutes later some guy climbed up the adjacent telegraph pole, the stump of
which still stands there and connected up the telephone system. They were in business!
These were the advance party of what in the end proved to be many hundreds of soldiers.
They were to build a camp, mainly under canvas in Wood Lane where the housing estate
now stands, Paddock Close. What an eye opener they were. We had never seen anything
like it. They were loaded with money; food, sweets, the lot and girls appeared from far and
wide, shall I say to befriend them. They just seemed to be so technically in front of anything
we knew, it was mind-boggling. One of the things they didn’t have though was beer. The
pubs in the village began doing fantastic business.
Dad also made a few quid here too. Some guys appeared one day in a Jeep at the bake
house to see if they could get some cakes made. They would bring all the supplies and just
wanted to benefit from the facilities. The result was he turned out load after load of large
slabs of fruitcake, for which he was well paid. They didn’t seem to mind whether you kept a
bit for yourself either. I think that was when I got my baseball bat also. I have it still.
Apart from the overtime Dad was earning for doing all this extra baking, my Mother together
with a number of women in the village, also earned a bit by doing the officers’ laundry. Money
never seemed to be a problem with the Americans and they were always very generous.
They were very welcome in the village, though a few fights didn’t always show them in their
best light. It was great to have them, but in the end they were to pay a terrible price for the
help they were giving.
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Shortly before D – Day they were nearly all gone. We didn’t
realise it at the time but the invasion of Europe was about to
begin. I well remember a short time before they went, they had
a ceremonial parade on the cricket field and I remember
another parade some months later when they returned from
France. I should think only about a third of them came back to
receive the Purple Heart medal. There are some things that I
don’t like about the Americans, but I have to be thankful and
grateful for what they did at that time. All young men. Not too
long after this, they left, and now the camp had another use. It
was turned into a prisoner of war camp for the Italians and then
the Germans. The war was drawing to an end and I don’t think
any of the prisoners were very intent on trying to get back to
Germany. So it was that they were fairly free to do other things
and they would do work on farms, and around the village, like
cleaning out Quorn Brook. One worked for the father of a
classmate at Rawlins, Betty Lane. Her Dad was a small time
builder named George and the German was Joachim Berger.
He was later to marry Betty and spend the rest of his life here. I
got to know him later and he was quite a pleasant chap. What
are wars all about?

The wedding of Joachim
Berger and Betty Lane at the
Wesleyan Methodist Chapel in
Mountsorrel in October 1948.

During this time, we always had people coming to stay. My mother often seemed to be a
sucker for other’s sob stories and over the years I remember we had several lady lodgers.
Where they all slept, I am not quite sure but I’ll bet Pauline and Dorothy do. One who
certainly came to stay when we were at No.38 was Doreen Partridge. She had lived opposite
to us with a very nasty stepfather and his father after her Mother died. Doreen had just got
married and Fred, her husband had been called up. That meant she could get the married
woman’s allowance. Well, she came to stay for a while and luckily for me, brought her
husband’s bicycle with her, which she generously said I could use. So that is where the bike
came from then and when she left I still managed to hang on to it for a time. I certainly
covered a few miles on that.

Chapter 6: - Second Year at Quorn Rawlins
Back at school in 1940, I had just spent a year in Miss Mounteney’s class in Form 2 and was
now in form 3. So many evacuees had gone home by this time that 2A and 2B were joined
together. I don’t know whether the quality of teaching at this time was as good as it might
have been but some older retired teachers had to be brought back to fill in and we did get
some very young inexperienced females. The one thing I did not like though was homework.
There were far more exciting things for a boy to do.
At the end of each term we had exams. And I suppose my class position was generally in the
top half. I was usually in the top three in Arithmetic, Algebra and Geometry, did well in Art
and Geography but was usually pulled down by French and History. I didn’t like History very
much at all but now in later life I just cannot get enough of it.
It was in this second year, I believe, that we had a particularly exciting announcement by the
Headmaster, Alan Dalton Murray, at morning assembly. They were going to start an Army
Cadet Force unit. We were to become a platoon of “C” Company of the 1st. Cadet Battalion
of the Royal Leicestershire Regiment, the other platoons coming from Mountsorrel and
Barrow upon Soar. I don’t know why I thought it, but I imagined that all the boys would want
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to join and was surprised that a number had no such intentions. Bob Lovett, John Glover and
Dixie Foottit to name but three. I thought they were lacking in patriotism but perhaps that was
a little harsh. I do seem to recall though, that none of them actually joined up when I was later
conscripted. Anyway we soon had army battledress uniforms delivered and with these came
the cap badge of the Royal Leicestershire Regiment. Very honoured!
Our first parade was held on what was then the school playing field and I think some of us
were quite surprised to see Mr Dawes, the geography master, appear in a 2nd Lieutenant’s
uniform. Apparently he had already been away on a course and seemed well up to the job.
These parades were taken by a regular army sergeant and were usually held after school on
Wednesdays and Fridays afternoons. The first parades we had were lessons in foot drill and
a short time later we went on to rifle drill. We were lucky here in that about 50 old, turn of the
century carbines, which had been on a rack in the school corridor, were available for this.
How they came to be there I don’t know and I am sure that none of them were capable of
being fired; just museum pieces, but useful for training. We then learned map reading (which
also helped in geography) and the proper way to maintain a regular .303 rifle, cleaning and
loading etc. with a proper weapon brought by the Sergeant. We then did the Bren machine
gun too.
It wasn’t much good doing all this if you didn’t know how to shoot and for this we were lucky
again. There used to be a 25-yard indoor range at the back of the White Hart public house
suitable for firing .22 calibre rifles and there we could have regular practices. Sometime later
we were to get a further period of training on Monday evenings. A bit different this time as it
was for Physical Training taken by a regular Sergeant instructor from the Army School of
Physical Training, Sergeant Dunning as I recall. This again was an event that made a change
to my life some years later. It was during these lessons of activities (some of which we had
not seen before), I appeared to have the ability to do things like handsprings and back lifts
and to perform them better than the others, so got on quite well. So well in fact that,
sometime later Sergeant Dunning recommended me for a 10-day course at the Army School
of Physical Training at Aldershot to train as an instructor. In fact, this was not until September
1944, by which time I had achieved the rank of Company Sergeant Major and was virtually
running what was left of the platoon. Mr Dawes had left and another teacher took his place, a
useless individual by the name of Larry Argyle, who as far as I remember, never put on a
uniform and simply left everything to me. The trip to Aldershot was by no means the first trip I
had made on Cadet activities, though the first I had made on my own. Previous trips I had
made with the Cadets, had been with my mates from Quorn, and these were usually
weekend camps away, with units of the regular army. There would be many Cadets from all
over Leicestershire. One camp we regularly visited was Gopsall Park, where at the time there
was a beautiful historic house with its own theatre.
It was at one of these weekends, we once had a sports day for the Cadets and the regular
army. It was here that I learned the truth of the saying, about being, a large fish in a small
pond. I entered in the 100 and 200-yard races and fancied my chances. I had only ever raced
against the others at Rawlins, and usually did well, but this was something different and I got
a real beating by others, mainly as I recall from the boys from Hinckley. A lesson learned!
It was here too, that I well remember a 1-mile race for the army. Taking part was Cpl. Sidney
Wooderson who at that time was the world record holder. The circuit was on grass and I think
was of circuits of 1/5 of a mile, not the usual ¼. Anyway, Wooderson gave all the rest of the
competition a full lap start and still won the race. Sergeant Dunning was at the camp that
weekend and he fetched Sidney over to talk to us and shake us all by the hand. Something I
will never forget.
Apart from the weekend camps, there were weeklong annual summer events, the first being
at Bitterswell near to Lutterworth. All under canvas, I thoroughly enjoyed them. Here, I had
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just been promoted to corporal having passed my “War Certificate A”, and on the first
Monday I was picked out to lead our Company in an attack on some unknown enemy that we
had been given on a map reference. I decided on a plan of getting round the back of them
and we must have performed the operation very well as we took the “enemy” completely by
surprise. They were senior cadets from some public school and were hiding in corn stooks.
They were all facing in the wrong direction and we captured the lot of them. Happy to say it
caused a few red faces.
I also recall too going to a week’s camp at a school in Coalville though I don’t remember
much of that.
Going to Aldershot though was something different. This time I was on my own and I think
that Mam was a bit worried, as I had to cross London. The Capital was still being bombed, I
think at this time by flying bombs, which were called V1s. Down to St. Pancras and then on
the underground to Waterloo. I then took the Southern Railway to Aldershot, where I met up
with other lads doing the same course. At the station, we were picked up by an army truck, to
take us to the barracks where we would spend the next ten days. I proved to be the senior
cadet N.C.O. on the course and so was put in charge. It was my duty to fall the others in
each day, and march them about a third of a mile to the gymnasium and back. It was during
one of these marches, that one morning, we saw a most unusual aeroplane flying over. One
of the lads said it was a new type of aeroplane without a propeller. It sucked air in the front
and blew it out the back. I think at first we all thought it was a joke, but it was of course the
original Gloster/Whittle jet that was to change the world of aviation. The reason it was over
the skies of Aldershot was that it came from Farnborough, the aircraft experimental
aerodrome that was pretty well next-door.
The Whittle jet was developed a bit nearer home, in fact at Lutterworth and some years later I
had the privilege of having a tour of the factory. It was Reg that managed the invitation
somehow, through his friend Tom Preston.
I did fairly well at Aldershot, and qualified to wear the Crossed Swords badge, though I did
fail one test out of the ten. That was the swimming. I never have learned to swim properly,
despite the fact that my Dad was an excellent swimmer. In fact, so good that I believe he
once swam all the way from Mountsorrel Lock to Barrow-on Soar and back again. An odd
thing about doing the course at Aldershot was that we never had a PT teacher at school, so
the only tuition we received was from Sergeant Dunning. In fact, we never had a proper
sports master at all. The school had a perfectly adequate gymnasium, (the Farnham Hall),
that was not used for its intended purpose. So it was a bit of a surprise, when one day the
Head Master called me into his office when he learned of my experience at Aldershot and
asked if I could take some of the younger boys for PT. Well, yes of course I could and it
would get me out of doing my regular lessons at the same time. Perhaps not the best
decision as I really needed to get on with some learning ready for taking O levels. Anyway for
some time I did do it, though I think it might be frowned on a bit today, what with Health and
Safety and all the rest. We did get a bit of exercise on the sports field though. In the winter
we would play football and in the summer we played cricket on the Quorn Cricket Club pitch.
Here it would only need a teacher with a rudimentary knowledge of either game to be a
referee or umpire. They really didn’t have much idea of teaching us how to play the games
properly and they never amounted to anything more than a bit of exercise. Occasionally we
even managed to play against other schools but never with too much success. If we played
away, we were expected to travel and pay for ourselves.
We did also do our bit for the war effort, when they asked for volunteers to do some packing
for the Royal Army Service Corps which was done at the old stables at Farnham’s. The army
would send lorry loads of small items like grinding wheels, telephone headsets, tools, nuts
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and screws from the main depot at Old Dalby. These would arrive in large bulk cases, and
we would pack them all individually into cardboard cartons to which we would stick on three
different labels. One on the top, one on the front and one on the side, saying exactly what
and how many were in each box. There was a Lance Corporal in charge and some days
during the holidays we were so keen, we often arrived before he was up in the morning.
At harvest time there was another activity we all helped with. This was during school time
when the Head Master asked for volunteers, which of course got you out of lessons,
practically everybody went. That was potato picking. After the tractor had gone along and
rooted them all out we had the job of collecting them up into an apron round our waists and
then emptying in to sacks. A bit of a mucky job and a bit cold at times. Today it is all done by
machinery.
Back at Rawlins, we had been issued with some proper firearms. A number of .300 rifles and
a couple of Sten guns, as well as the .22 rifles we already had. Looking back, it now seems
unbelievable that we were trusted with such equipment. Not only that, but we were also given
ammunition for them. This came by way of the Company C.O., Captain Witham who lived in
Barrow upon Soar. Just a part time volunteer of course, but we used to visit him at his home
on Sileby Road where he had a little business making concrete mouldings. He later made the
concrete canopy that we put over the front door of 15 Watling Street and also the bird bath
we have in the garden which he gave us for a wedding present. He must have thought that
we were quite responsible and just handed the ammunition out. Without telling the teachers
about this we would march off to the old sand pits (where the Quorn Football ground now
stands) and blast away to our hearts content. Not only that, but during that long school
holiday, I did not like the idea of leaving all this equipment at the school, so I took it all home
and stored it in my bedroom. Just imagine what would happen today if a 16-year-old youth
were found to be in possession of 14 rifles and 2 sub machine guns and the ammunition too!
I am not making it up, though now I can hardly believe it myself. Just to confirm it, I recently
bumped into my old friend Eric Halford, and before I finished asking him if he remembered it,
he interrupted me and said it was perfectly true as Kathleen will witness.
We did get caught out on one occasion though, after Captain Witham had given us some
BLANK cartridges. We were on the school field firing them off in a little field exercise when
the Head Master came storming out and demanded to know where we had got these blanks.
He gave us a hell of a ticking off. Whether he got in touch with Captain Witham, I never found
out. What he would have done or said had he known we also had live ammunition given to
us, I dread to think, but we never let on.
Eventually I was to finish up as Regimental Sergeant Major, though I can only recall ever
taking one parade – a Sunday church parade at Loughborough. The war was nearing its end
and the enthusiasm for the cadets had dwindled somewhat. Numbers of cadets at Rawlins
had gone down from about 50 to about 8 or 9 and I decided to pack it in myself.
At the end of the day, all this talk about the cadets was really as nothing compared with what
was going on in the world at large. It was brought about due to the war and at the time was
just fun and games for a lot of schoolboys. The real events were happening elsewhere.
People were being killed by the hundreds and thousands everyday though I suppose we
were somewhat cocooned in a country village while the cities were being blitzed. Soldiers
were dying all over the world, R.A.F. fighter and bomber crews were being shot from the
skies and sailors and merchant seamen were being lost. Not forgetting all those civilians.
There were also of course people we knew like Gordon Camp’s brother Victor who was killed
on the Normandy beaches. Those too who were captured and became prisoners of war and
suffered a great deal, particularly those fighting the Japanese, who did come home but never
fully recovered. It all seemed a terrible waste – and for what?
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At home I often wonder how Mam and others like her managed to cope. Rationing of food
and clothes, shortages of fuel and some things like bananas, which we never saw for years.
The blackout and having to carry a gas mask around when you went out all reminded you of
what was going on. Of course there were no holidays away of any kind either.
They tell us today though, over 50 years later, that we were healthier then than the present
younger generation, and perhaps we were. It makes me wonder sometimes though, because
we were often given bread and beef dripping for breakfast and suet dumplings for dinner.
Neither very healthy by today’s standards You were certainly encouraged to grow your own
food as far as possible, which you could have fresh from the garden instead of some of the
offerings that we get today. I don’t think I could remotely think of eating it today, but we often
had rabbits to supplement the meat ration. Dad would bring these home when they had been
given to him by the lorry driver who brought the early morning milk to the co-op from the
dairy. There used to be so many rabbits about that you just could not avoid running over
them. Frozen foods were completely unknown of course and I do not believe anybody we
knew even had a refrigerator and I don’t think freezers had even been invented. The sheer
physical effort of digging and gardening must also have helped keep people fit and the fact
that there were no private cars on the road even for those who could afford it. Petrol rationing
saw to that. So you either went on the bus or you walked.
From the foregoing, you can understand why I had enjoyed the Cadets so much but I
sometimes think it may have been to the detriment of my education. I found this out when I
took my ‘School Certificate.’ I had not done as well as I should have. The real jolt came when
I did not get the necessary 5 passes plus the pass in English language. These were needed
to gain a School Certificate, which at that time, was the essential qualification if you wanted
to get a decent job, though at that time I had no idea what that job was to be. Here though, I
made a decision to do something that was again to be a turning point in my life. I decided to
go back to school for another year and take the examination once more. This I was able to do
by going back into the class that was then in its final year and this decision was the cause of
another “unexpected event”.
I don’t think that Mam could have been very happy about it as she
was probably looking forward to an extra pay packet coming in,
though I was still doing my Saturday job and at least hardly ever
wanted spending money, though I still needed to be clothed and
fed. Meanwhile poor old Pauline was at work. She had stayed at St.
Bartholomew’s but on reaching the age of 14, had to leave and had
started work at Wrights. Perhaps if she hadn’t I wouldn’t have been
able to stay on, God bless her. Dorothy had followed me to Rawlins
and by then I also had my new brother. Well, I stayed on for a
further full year and eventually got the School Certificate I wanted,
though in the end it was not really necessary.
Eventually though the tide gradually turned and the war ended,
having lasted just about the time I had spent at Rawlins. I suppose I
had enjoyed my time there and of course now look back on it with
some fond memories. It would have been a very different life had I
stayed on at St. Bartholomew’s.
Oh! The unexpected event? That happened on St. Valentine’s Day.
I arrived at school to find a card in my desk. I think everyone else in
the class knew whom it was from – but I was not too sure at first. Of
course it was from Kathleen Cooper, but at the time I definitely did
not know where that would lead. The card was unsigned, except for
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Young Kathleen
and Lloyd

being from “an ardent admirer”. So who was this Kathleen Cooper? I cannot say I didn’t
know. I had of course noticed her as one who stood out from the rest, as you do when in your
middle teens and had begun to notice such things as girls. But to think that she might have
the slightest interest in me, set the old adrenaline running, when she just seemed to be that
little bit classier. She would be the first to deny this, but to me she was just perfection. This
lovely brown haired, hazel eyed, 5ft.4in. of a girl, with the sort of figure I always imagined to
be perfect, and the wonderful personality of which you dreamed. What I didn’t know at that
time, was why she did it. Perhaps everybody thought it was a bit of a joke, but not Kathleen.
Apparently some time before, she had spotted me in the school corridor talking to another
boy, and had made up her mind there and then, that I would be the one for her. I didn’t stand
much of a chance, did I? I couldn’t have been more pleased. Well of course, from then on we
began to spend a lot of time being together. Not today’s “jump into bed at the first chance”
kind of being together, but beginning to know each other better and what made one another
tick. In the end though, that is a lifetime’s job.
Walking home together from school to where she lived in Mountsorrel, though she was
usually on a bicycle, (and then walking back home again thinking about her). Going to the
cinema in Loughborough and mostly walking back from there, just talking and wondering
what the future might hold. Sometimes dreaming that one-day we might have a car to do the
journey, like the ones that kept passing us. But that seemed a long way off. We could not
have dreamed of some of the things that we now take for granted, because we didn’t even
know they would exist. It wasn’t too long before I met Kathleen’s Mum and Dad, Olive May
(nee Morriss) and Reginald Ernest Cooper, though what they thought of me, I was not too
sure. She was their only child and they owned a laundry in Mountsorrel, (Morriss and Belvoir
Laundries Ltd). I won’t begin here to describe both their families other than to say that her
Dad was “the middle one of seven” and her Mum was one of eight. You can find all this
information on the Heritage Website that my son Ross has created.
Eventually of course, we were to leave Rawlins in the
summer of 1945 wondering what the world had in
store for us. I think Kathleen’s future was already preordained, in that she would be working for her Mum
and Dad at the laundry. Me? I had no idea what I
wanted to do.
We had a party at school in the Farnham Hall,
together with some of the teachers, and the class
also had a day out together with Mr. Jacques our
form master in our final year, when we all went to
Matlock in Derbyshire on the train. These were
probably the last times some of us ever saw one
another again, except for the odd ones who turned up
many years later back at the school, when Joan
Draper, Joyce Barnard and Heidi Schnabl organised
a reunion for pupils who had attended Rawlins
between 1939-1945. Well, of course, that was not the
case with Kathleen and me, and here we are over
many years later and still together.
___________________________

Lloyd and Kathleen
on their wedding day
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So here we come to the end of Lloyd’s personal narrative about his life in Quorn.
Lloyd left school in 1945 aged 17, and jobs were hard to come by when employers realised
that it would only be a year before he was called up for National Service. As a result Lloyd
went to work for his (future) father-in-law’s laundry in Mountsorrel. In 1946 he was called up
and joined the army. By the time he was demobbed in 1948, his mum and dad, Lucy and
Dudley, had moved from Quorn to Mountsorrel, so after his army service, Lloyd’s life was
very firmly based in Mountsorrel.
In 1952 he and Kathleen worked
hard to build their own home on
a piece of land in acquired by
Kathleen’s father, and on 22nd
August 1953 the young couple
finally got married. They settled
in Mountsorrel and had four
children, Ross, Lance, Craig and
Wendy.
Lloyd died on 29th September
2016. The museum team are
very grateful to him for recording
his story, and also to his family
who so kindly allowed it to be
published.

On the next page are a
few more family
photographs
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Kathleen and Lloyd
about 1946

Left to right: Dudley
and Lucy Tomlyn,
Lloyd and Kathleen,
Reg and Olive Cooper

Lloyd, Jack Allen, Dudley Tomlyn

The Tomlyn brothers and sisters - Left to right:
Peter Tomlyn, Lloyd Tomlyn, Dorothy Cramp,
(Pauline Mee seated)

Lucy Tomlyn with
grandson Ross
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